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Complete List of Materials for this Unit

'The materials and their preparation, if an', are described in detail at /he
beginning of each lesson.. Amounts are based on a claisroonrof thirty
children.

/

-total number
required to .4
teach pnit

item

\

lessons in
which item.

is. used

-

,.
t..

...

A

30.

30

-**StUdent Mandals

*magpifiers

4

2:7,10/.15

17,18

crayons 3.
goldfigh 6 . /

15 *Mastic shoe boxes r 6, 15

* straws 6

4 live bird (optional) 7

stuffed bird (optional) 7.,

toy airplane (optional) 7.

*featherS', contoui and do;.vn 7

4 potted ,coleus plants,,approximately the same

size; at least 4"
large ,tray-,

newspapers

-sharp knife or razor

, wide - mouthed jar'

30 * I6-ounce plastic cups

I -.*roll of masking tape

si

9,11

9

9

9,10

9

'10,14;

10,13 .

*roll of plastic wrap 10

* bottle of 'red food coloring 10

30 celery stalks with leaves 10
:

6 *large Baggies 1 1

20 or 30, * small Baggies
A

11

20 or 30 wire twists

a
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* strips cobalt chloride paper

gooseneck lamp (optional)

green anions (optional)

assorted ,plant stems

1..1

2

13-

12 *.larg clear plastic straws

1 *bottle of green food coloring 13

30 * medicine droppers 13, 15,18

*beam balance 14

lettuce leaves 14

cabbage leav-es 14

a few leaves of succulents (fleshy-leaved plants

such a, jade plant, aloe, hen - and - chickens)

15 k small styrofoam trays

15. large styrofoam trays

30 *paper cups

15 *cups sand

IS * 1-ounce plastic containers

I cup ea. assorted soil, samples

*modeling:clay
popsicle sticks and bright yarn

* radish or grass seed

"small piece of sod

small twigs

small rocks

several large cake pans

films: see pages 4 and 5

reference books:

14t

15

15

15

15,22

17.

19

19

21

22

22

22,r
22

22

-Blough, Glenn, Bird Watchers-Eind Bird
Feeders, Whittlesey House, 1963 7
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Darlingois and Louis, Bird, Boughton ,

Mifflin, *952 / 7

Goldin, Augusta R. , Ducks Don't Get Wet,
Crowell, 1965 . / 7,

GrayGoude,.Mice E. , ray Wings, Scribner,
194

Zim, Herbert S., Owls, Morrow, 1950
World,Book, Vol. 2, Birds (see espepially

the sections "How Birds Fly," and
"Wings in Flight")

Martz, Edwin B., ]r. and Chri,s,Allen,
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INTRODUCTION

This final. unit of the MINNEMAST K - Grade 3 curriculum
applies the systems concept to the study Of three natural
phenomena, 1.

I) The children study the locotmOtiOn systems of land, water
and air-borne animals.

2) They explore a plant's water carrying system and test vari- .
ous plant parts to see what role they play in the system.

3) They experiment with a model of an erosion system and .

investigate the interrelationships of Soil type, ground slope
and water flow. They vary each of these conditions, and ob-
serve the effects .\

Different techniques -dare required fOr the study of each system.
When the children work with plants they can plan controlled
experiments. When they work with animals their activities are
mostly observation and analysis. They observe the erosion
system in:nature, and then build a model in the classroom with
which they can experiment. The Systems concept, .a thread
that has run through many MINNEMAST units, ties together the
study of these three systems.

THE SYSTEMS CONCEPT

A scientist is concerned with gatheting information about the
way things happen and with organizing his observations so
thatthey will be meaningful and useful. In order to do th.o.,
he must narrow his field of investigation and select a manage-
able portion to investigate. To study a phenomenon, he fo-,
cuses his 'attention on a limited set ofobjects,involved in
that phenomenon. , This set "of objects and the relationships
that exist among them is the system he observ.es and tests.

.

It, is this approach to an investigation that MINNEMAST has
developed in its systems thread. Situations are provided in
which the children;

.1) Select relevant elements to observe.

1 m)
1



2) Explore relationships among these elements.

3) Verify the relationships by testing.

The following summary indicates how the systems thread runs
through the IvIINNEMAST program.

Unit 15, Investigating Systems

. The systems investigated and the experimental methods used
are ve--simple. The main method of investigation is to ob-
serve'a phenomenon, think about what objects .arc involved in
producing it and then remove one object 'at a time from the r
system to find out which are necessary for\the phenomenons to
occur. There are no efforts to quantify eXperiments.

-- _....-

2

Unit 19, Comparing Changes

In Unit 19 a quantitative treatment of systems is introduded.
The children discover and describe the relation between differ-
ent elements of a system, such as the height of a corn plant
and its age. The changes in these two quantitative properties
of the system"s elements have a functional relation that is,
as one changes the other changes. As the days pass, the
corn plant grows. The children explore functional relatibris
in several different systems.

--Unii43 -7-Gond-itions-Affecting-Life,

Here there is.njore'emphasis on systems found in nature. The
children set up controlled experiments in which they vary a

..certain condition (lijht, temperature or moisture) while keep-
ing the others constant. Thus they can lee how each of the
conditions affects living things. A general method_ emerges,
that of narrowing down to a suitable system of a manageable
size, the study of which can reveal the answers being sought.

'Unit 29, Natural Systems
kr

This unit rounds out the work with systems. The childre'n ob-
i> serve three natural systems by making detailed analyses of

- how they work In each case the children generalize from
their classroo experienCes. In the locomotion system they



consider what elements are common to all the animals they
study and what might also be in common with other things that
move, such as cars, boats and airplanes: In the plant and
erosion systems they use the information they have discovered
to think about what plants are best suited for different environ-
ments and about how man can control erosion. Thus they use
the systems concept to study three general classes of natural
phenomena. This suggests how the systems notion is used in

(1 scientific investigation.
1)

OCTIVES

Specific objectives are provided with each lesson. The intro-
ductions to each section give more generalized objectives, as
they apply ato the systems being studied. Only a few general
objectives for the unit are listed here.

As they do the work outlined in thiS unit, the children should:

Use the systems concept as an aid in studying natural
phenomena by focusing their attention on just one portion
of a complex system. (For example, the locomotion system
is just one aspect of the larger system, the whole animal.)

Examine a phenomenon to decide what the relevant vari-
ables in the ,system are, and then control and change some
cf those variables and compare and describe the outcome.

Recognize that there can be many ways of loOking at the
same system and accept a Variety of opinions and-ideas,

Distinguish between speculations and conclusions, based
on experimentation.

NOTES ON TEACHING THIS UNIT

The.lessons and experiments included have been tested in
classrooms and can be relied upon to give children particular
learning experiences. Additional activities designed by the
children should be inserted where they are appropriate.

Many times in this unit it is recommended that you encourage
the children to participate in suggesting and designing expert-a
ments.- This degree of involvement can capture genuine inter-

-.est and help the students to formulate ideas about what are

1.
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appropriate questions to examine through scientific investiga-
tion and what are appropriate means for doing this.

As you read through the unit in preparing to teach it you should
decide at what points-you will give the children freedom to in-
corporate their own ideas, so that the activities will be nicely
balanced between experiments that teacher-originated and
those that are student-originated.

PREPARATION

The films recommended in this unit are an important part of
the lessons. Order them from your regular audio-visual
sources well ahead of time. The chart below tells approxi-
mately when you will need them. Each time we recommend a
film we give at least one alternative. They are dissimilar
enough so that if two are available, you should show them
both. In the chart numbers refer to lessons; letters refer to
films.

Week I

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

I: A,B 2 3 3 4

5 6: C,D 7: E,F 7

9 9 1 0 1 1 1 1

12

.

13 * 13-
., .

14 14

1,5 16 17 Fs 19

19 zo- , 21 22

A. Animals Ways They Move, Encyclopedia. Britannica
Films , 16mm , I 0 minutes , color .( I )

B. How Animals Move, McGraw-Hill, 16mm, 10 minutes,
black and white. (I)

C. Looking at Fishes, 'Encyclopedia Britannica, 6mm,"
II minutes, colort:(6)

D. How Water Animals Move, film loopy `Super 8mtp.,, 4
minutes, color (6)-

1 *:
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E. Looking at Birds, Encyclopedia Films: 16mm, color,
10 minutes (7)

F. Seabirds, Form and Flight, film loop, super 8mm, color,
4 minutes (7)

Most of the films are available for rental. Film loops must
be purchased, but if at all possible we recommend that you
use them.

In the locomotion section (Lesson 7) we give optional activi-
ties with a live or stuffed bird,' dependent upon your success
in obtaining one from your city zoo, museum, taxidermists or
patents.

Several lessons call for living things that are not prcMded in
the kit. Goldfish (Lesson 6) can be purchased in a pet shop
or even a variety store, acid coleus plants (Lesson 9) should
be available in the spring in variety stores, supermarkets or
'greenhouses. See Living things.in Field:and Classroom for
more information on obtaining and caring for the fish and
plants.

Most lessons are-limited to one day's activities. When a
lesson is longer, this is mentioned in the introductory para-
graphs. You can refer to the chart on p. 4' for advance
scheduling and preparation.

1
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SECTIO7. I ANIMAL LOCOMOTION SYSTEMS 1

COMMENTPalY

The different locomotion systems studied in this section have
at least three things in common:

I) All the animalsriiove some parts of their bodies to go
forward.

2) The body parts push against something land, air or
water.

3) The energy for moving comes from the food each animal
eats.

The decision of what should' be included in a syStem is often
an arbitrary one. In the locomotion system one could look ai
the anijnal, decide which body parts are involved in its-mov-
ing forward, and call that the locomotion system. Another
way to look at the locomotion system would be to consider the
moving parts of the animal which push it forward, the part of
the. enyiroiiment land, water, air against which the mov-
ing parts push, and the energy the animal needs for Moving,
in this case the energy that it gets from eating food. Both of
these approaches are developed here.

To study each animal lodomotion system, the children will ob-
serve, describe and analyze the animal iri motion. Wherever .
possible they will study live animals goldfish, bugS, birds
and themselves. Several films make it possible for them to
watch other animals. Stop-motion diagrams help them make a
detailed analysis of how parts of a particular "sy'stem move.

The purpose of these lessons is not to accumulate information
about how animals move: It is rather-to give the children ex-
perience in studying a complex'phenomenon by applying the
systems approach. They analyze locomotion, see what parts
of the body are involved, and study each part to see how it
moves. Studying several apparently different locothotion sys-
tems (land, water and air-borne animals) gives the children '

the additional opportunity, after considering each separately,
to discover what they all have IA, common.

1.0
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11" the children are Interes-tecrand-you are-able-to take the
time, there are many ways in which these lessons can be ex-
tended. Encourage the children to continue investigations
after school. A few suggestions are made in the lessons;
you and the children will think of others.

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this section the children should be able to:

- See that all locomotion systems follow the same basic
principle: all animals move forward by pushing with some
parts of their body against land, -air or water.

- Identify food as the source of energy for locomotion of
animals.

- See that different animals depend on differen t kinds of body
parts for getting themselves from one place to another.

- Describe the locomotion systems of people, dogs, fish and
birds after making direct observations.

Recognize bilateral symmetry as it appears in animals'
structure and in their locomotion patterns.

Deduce limited information from examination of traces
(footprints) left by a. Locomotion system that they do not
observe directly.

- Describe similarities and differences among various me-
chanical and living locomotion systems.



Lesson 1: HOW ANIMALS MOVE FROM PLACE TO PLACE

The children.discuss different ways that animals move from
place to.place. They should include animals that mo le in
water, in air and on land. Then they discuss what should be
considered parts of the locomotion systeth of some common
animals. They also watch a film showing many kinds of ani-
mals walking, flying an swimming.

Whenever it is appropriate in the discussion, tell the children .
that when we talk about animals moving from place to place we
are talking about their locomotion systems. Tell them that this
is easier to say than always to say "their systems for moving
from place to place, " and it means the same thing. If we take
the word apart,loco means place, and motion means moving.

1.IATER.IALS

- films: Animals, Ways They Move, Encyclopedia Britannica
Films, 16mm, 10 minutes, color.

How Animals Move, McGraw-Hill 16mm, 1-0 minutes,
black and white.

OBJECTIVES

In the course of this lesson the children should:

.. ,

- Observe and think about ways that different animals move.

- Ity to decide what should be considered parts of different
animals' locomotion systems.

Mt

- See that the same body parts are not used by all animals
to move forward.

- See that all animals move forward by pushing with some
part of their bodies against the land, water or air.

--' Become prepared to look' closely at locomotion systems of
living specimens to learn more about them in the following
lessons.

4- -
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PROCEDURE

You bo using film and discussion in this lesson. We
describe the procedure for beginning with discussion, then
using the film as a source of information, and concluding with
more discussion. You may prefer to showrthe film first, con-
duct a discussion, and then show the film again to let the
children check on their ideas. When you preview the film you
will be able to decidd which way of teaching the lesson is
appropriate for your class.

Every animal has some way to get from one place to another.
Have the children describe as many ways that animals move
from place to place as they can think of List on the board
all the ways they tell you.

Then ask them what kinds of animals move in these kinds of
ways, and list the-kinds of animals after each kind of motion.
You may have a list similar to this

Walk: People, dogs, cats, horses, birds, insects,
elephants, lizards.
Run: All the animals that walk.

Swim: People, fish, some birds, some four-footed
animals, soma insects.
fly: Birds, bats.

Hop: Birds, squirrels, rabbits, people, kangaroos.
Wiggle: Snakes, worms.

Leap: Horses, kangaroos, deer.

As the children if the)r think that each of the animals that
they have mentioned has the same parts in its locomotion sys-
tem as every other animal they have.mentioned. Ask what they
think are parts of the locomotion system in a dog, a bi 1, a
person, a snake, and a fish. List their responses under each

The children May add other animals to the list. Insects with
si:.:.legs and two or four wings are extremely interesting.
Until now, the children have been depending on their memories

*



and irlactinat= in this discussim. They should have oppor-
tunities to observe as many kinds of anivials moving as pos-
sible. For this reason the next lesson includes a field trip.
To supplement this and to prepare for it we suggest that you
use a film, Animals, Ways They.Move, or How Animals Move.

Before showing the film, discuss with the children what kinds
of things they are going to watch for particularly. (These
will depend on the kinds of things that were talked about
earlier.) Ask the children some of the following questions to
direct their observations when they watch the film.

HOW DO ANIMALS USE THEIR LEGS?

ARE THERE PARTS THAT ARE USED FOR LOCOMOTION BY
SOME ANIMALS AND NOT USED FOR LOCOMOTION BY

OTHERS?

DO THEY USE TAILS? DO ALL ANIMALS THAT HAVE TAILS

USE THEM IN THE SAME WAY? DO A FISH AND A DOG
USE THEIR TAILS THE SAME WAY?

Then show the film. After the children have seen the film,
have them look at their original lists of what should be
included in animal locomotion systems, and ask if they
would like to make any changes based on their observations.

In every locomotion system the animal pushes part or parts
of its body against something against land or air or
water to move itself forward. If the children do not
notice this, ask:

WHY DO YOU MOVE FORWARD WHEN YOUR LEG
MOVES BACK?

When'the children recognize that their feet push baclWard
against the ground, you can ask what a bird pushes against'
(air) and a fish (water). At this point the children may
want to add the ground, air or water to each locomotion
system they listed, since this is what the animal pushes
against. I.

Now the parts of the locomotion systems listed'may include

r 11



body parts and what they push against. To lead the children
to recognize a third area to consider, ask them where animals
get the power or energy to move. They should realize that
all animals need food for energy. This too can be included
as part of a locomotion system.

(Remember that a system is arbitrary, and can be broad or
narrow according to the individual's choice. It is not
necessary to include all the above in everylist of parts
of a locomotion system, but it helps one remember what all
locomotion systems have in common. This point will be
made in more detail at the end of this section.)

12



Lesson 2: FIELD TRIP

On a field trip the children observe as many kinds of animals
as possible, paying particular attention to their locomotion
systems and numbers of-legs and wings. They discover that
the animals they find all have even numbers of limbs.

The children should be able to find enough insects and other
animals within the school yard and a block of the school to
make their observations. Inspect the area beforehand so that
you can anticipate what the children will find. The pictures
of field trip areas in the MINNEMAST handbook, Living Things
in Field and Classroom (pages 100- H3) suggest places to
look and give an idea of what might be found there.

This field trip relates the locomotion lessons to direct experi-
ence and offers the children opportunities to expand their
appreciation of their natural environment.

OBJECTIVES 7\

During this lesson the children should discover that:

- There are many kinds of animals to be found in ordinary
surroundings.

- Animals have many different kinds of locomotion systems.

- Different animals have different numbers of parts in their
locomotion systems

- All the animals they find will have either no legs at all or
even numbers of legs.

MATERIALS

-- for each pair of children --

- penCil

- magnifier

- Worksheets 1 and 2

13
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PROCEDURE

Activity A
.-Before the field trip have the children tear out Worksheet I

(two pages) and fold them in half to make their field trip
record booklets,

Introdtice the field trip by asking the class what- sort of ani-
mals they would expect to find around the school grounds and
where each kind would be found. Recall the field trip in Unit
23, when they looked under rocks and ,boards. Where else
would'they expect -to find animals?

1.,7,,s-ually it is po4sible to observe some birds, such as sparrows
or pigeons. There may be squirrels, dogs or cats within sight.
Many of the animals may he small, such as aphids and larvae
on bushes, grasshoppers_ or crickets in the grass, spiders or
ants in corners and crevices.

Divide the class into pairs of children who will search together.
Assign a special area to each pair. The assigned places will
vary for each school yard. Possible areas include tree 'trunks ,
bushes, plots of grass, sidewalk cracks, corners of buildin gs,
areas around downspouts, edges of fences, the sky, and
the sidewalks.
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Tell the children they are to look carefully r any animals,
including insects, that may be around. They are'to observe
their locomotion, count and record the number of legs and
wings, and draw a picture of each animal.'in their field trip
booklets. They will need to use their magnifiers to study the
very small animals. Caution them not to touch spiders or
bees but to observe them quietly.

Tell the children that biologists studying animals are very
quiet, work close.torthe ground or the grass to find small ani-
mals, and work carefully with-the animals.

Have the children pair off and search their assigned area.
They are to record their observations, but class discussion
should`wait until you are back in the classroom.

Activity B

When you return to the classroom let the children report on
the animals they have observed. Probably there will not be a .

great variety, so one child can supplement another's report.

At first ask the children to tell how the different animals
moved and what were parts of their locomotion systems. If
birds were observed, find out if the children think wings
should be part of the system. If so, what do they push a-
gainst? When animals walk, what dothey push against? Es-
tablish the idea that in order to move, some part of an'animal's
body needs to push against something the earth, thetair, or
in the case of swimming animals, the water.

worksheet 2 Wimais Legs
Om 29
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Write In the name of eath animal you haw under the number thnt show,

how mom, legs It had.

2 17, .1.1(c.d.n th,prnow, of the animals hour classmates saw.

3 What do you notice abogt these I lath? PAiWaSS %MAU OctellttS

Do You know of any animal, with one leg? 14
Do hou knoiw of any animals with three leigh? ivo
Do any animals have an odd number of leitm? .100

,N
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Activity C

Draw a number line on
the board as it is shown
on Worksheet 2. Keep
the units long enough

'to allow room for writ-
ing. Have the children
follow the first instruc-
tion on the worksheet,
When they have finished
writing the names of the
animals they saw, call
on different children to

15
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tell what animals they saw and how many legs each one had.
As they repoft, write the name of each animal under the num-
ber showing how many legs it has. Each child should add all
the animals to their own lists. Then ask about other animals
the children know about, even though they didn't see them on
the field trip.

Ask what they notice about the number line and the way the
animals' names are distributed on it. They should discover
that they have no animals listed under odd numbers (unless
someone saw an animal that had lost a leg). All the animals
listed have either an even number of legs or none at all.. Ask
how these legs are arranged. (They are paired on - opposite
sides of the body.)

Tell the children that almost all animals have some kind of
symmetry. Ask them to think about what kind of symmetry
can be found in the way the bodies of all these animals are
built. (They all exhibit bilateral or mirror symmetry.)

Ask.the children to discuss how having an even number of legs
helps the animals move efficiently. They might want to invent
imaginary animals with odd numbers of legs and think aboUt
how they might move.

.4



Lesson 3: HOW PEOPLE WALK

In the fil'st lesson the children made general observations
about the locomotion of animals. In the second lesson they
observed living animals. In this lesson they look in greater
detail at the way one animal walks a person. They find
out how knees, feet, arms and other parts of the body are
used in walking, and think about which of these should be
included in a walking system. They discover patterns in
loComotion, and compare walking and running.

This lesson will take two days, one for each activity.

OBJECTIVES

The children will:

Identify the parts of a person's walking system from direct,
observation and analysis of each'other's walking.

Discover that people's walking and running patterns are
symmetrical.

MATERIALS

crayons

Worksheets 3 through 7

Activity A

Have a child walk back and forth in front of the class where
the others will have a clear view of him. Then ask the chil-
dren what they think are the parts of his walking system.
Have the child continue walking and ask him to freeze (stop
moving) at intervals so that the children can note the posi- 4

tions of different parts of his body at different times when he
is walking.

1

17



You might ha,.,(.-2 the children focus their attention on just one
part of his body at a time so that they can see that it does
different things at different stages in the walking pattern.
For example, they might watch one knee to see how it bends
and straightens alternately. Then they might watch his foot
and see how sometimes just the toes touch the ground, some-

.times just the heel touches and sometimes the entire foot is
on the ground.

The things the children observe may include the fol.oving:

- The left and right legs alternate.

- The legs move forward, bending at the hips.

The knees bend and straighten alternately.

- The body moves forward because the feet push back
against the ground.

- The feet have a heel-to-toe movement as they hit,the
ground, rock forward and then lift off the ground.

- The arms swing alternately, but opposite to the feet.
The left arm goes forward with the right foot, and the
right arm with the left foot.

Ask the children to talk about what should be included i-n the
walking system. It will be easy for them to agree that the
ground is what a person pushes against; and that he has to
have a source of power. There may be some disagreement
about which body parts are essential. To give the children
the opportunity to make closer observation of a person's
walking, have them work in pairs, following the directions
on Worksheets 3, 4 and 5.

When they have completed the worksheets, have the children
discuss them. Ask how they decided which things were nec-
essary in the walking system and which things were not nec-
essary. Allow several children to share their ideas and
methods of decision making. Then have them tell what they
included in their lists and describe some of the things that
they observed. There will be variations in the lists. The
children should give their reasons for including different
things in the walking system. Some will include arms, eyes,
and the trunk of the body. Others will choose to define the
system more narrowly and include only the lower limbs.
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Activity B

It is difficult to watch someone walk and t9 observe exactly
what is happening, because so much is going on at once.
Worksheet 6 shows diagrams of the motion stopped or frozen
at different stages of the walking pattern. The children may
do the worksheet alone or in pairs.

When they have finished the worksheet ask them what they
have found out about walking patterns. To begin the discus-
sion you. may ask questions similar to the following:

HOW MANY STAGES OF A COMPLETE WALKING PATTERN ARE
SHOWN BEFORE THE PATTERN REPEATS? (Four. They are
described by the code letters B,R,B,L, meaning "both, .

right, both, left.")

WHICH STAGE OF'THE PATTERN DO YOU SEE MOST FRE-
QUENTLY? (Both feet on the ground.)

worksheet
'nit 29 some

1B 2R 3(3 ti, 5 E3 6R 7(3 8L 9 Es

J CP
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Put an R under the drawings %here Just the right foot touches the ground.

Put An L under the drawing,. where Just the left foot touches the ground.

Put A 13 under the drawings where both feet touch the ground.

Put A red dot under the I.
Find any other drawings that are the same a% I and put red dots under them.
ise red crayon to connect the red dots with red cumeg.

Put n blue dot under the 2.
Find any other drawing that 'ere like 2. Put blue dots under them.

Tsc b14, .rayon to connect the blue dots with blue curves.

Put a green dot under the 3.
Find any other drawing% that are like 3. Put green dots under them.

lac green crayon to connect the green dot,. with green curves.

The colored curves connecting similar figures on the worksheet
make repeating patterns, a form of symmetry that the children
have worked with in kindergarten and first grade MINNEMAST
,.snits. They might want to color each figure, rather than Just
the dots under them, to illustrate the symmetry of walking
patterns.
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worksheet 7
tntt 29 %vie

R. 2 NI 3 4 t4 5 R 6 tN) 7 L.

0 e. 0

Put an ft under the drawings where Just the right foot touches the ground.

is.t an 1, under the drawings where just the left foot touches the ground.

Put a Et under the drawings *ere both feet touch the ground.

Put an \ under the drawings where no feet touch the ground.

Put a red dot under the 1.
Put red dots under any other drawings trtt are like 1.
Use red cravon tc connect the red dots with red curves.

Put a blue dot wider the 2.
Put blue dots under other drawings that are like 2.
tse blue crayon to connect the blue dots with blue curses.

Pat a green dot wider the 3.
Put green dots under other drawings that are ll'e 3.

1se green craven to connect the green dots with green curves.

Have the children do a similar analysis of the running pattern
on Worksheet 7.

Then, ask them to compare what is similar and what is different
about walking and running. If necessary, you may ask ques-
tions such as these:

ARE BOTH FEET EVER ON THE GROUND AT THE SAME TIME

WHEN A PERSON IS RUNNING? (No.)

ARE BOTH'FEET EVER IN THE AIR AT THE SAME TIME WHEN

A PERSON IS RUNNING? (Yes.)

ARE BOTH FEET EVER IN THE AIR AT THE SAME TIME WHEN

A PERSON IS WALKING? (No.)

DO THE HEELS EVER TOUCH THE GROUND WHEN A PERSON

IS RUNNING? (No.)

DO THE HEELS EVER TOUCH THE GROUND WHEN A PERSON

IS WALKING? (Yes .)

WHEN DOES THE RIGHT ARM MOVE FORWARD? THE LEFT
ARM? (Alternate to the feet.) IS THIS THE SAME IN

WALKING AND RUNNING? (Yes.)
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Lesson 4: FOUR-LEGGED LOCOMOTION PATTERNS

The repeating patterns of locomotion of four-legged animals
are more complicated than two-legged patterns. The children
experiment to discover possible patterns of walking on four
legs and then discuss animals that they think might use such
patterns. They look at eight-stage stop-motion diagrams of
a dog's walking pattern and study the footprint patterns of
several four-legged animals.

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson the children'should be able to:

Observe that the locomotion systems of four-legged ani-
mals include body parts that push against something, and
something that they push against.

Identify possible four-legged patteins and experiment
with them.

See that all four-legged animals don't necessarily use
similar Walking patterns.

See that the same animal can havemore than one way of
walking.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 8 and 9

Activity A

Rem'nd the class that they have seen that people walk with an
alternating right-left pattern. Ask how the children*think four-
legged animals walk. Have a child get down on hands and feet
and demonstrate a possible four-legged pattern. Have other
children describe other possible patterns and demonstrate them.

As each new patterii is described draW it on the board or have
a child draw it on the board in stick figures. Have the chil-
dren draw what they think the footprint pattern would be for
each four-legged style of walking. Then give a few children
at a time opportunities to try walking these ways, using the
diagrams on the board as guides. Some of the patterns will
be comfortable for the children and others will be awkward.

3 3
22



The following patterns will rrobably be among those suggested.

I . Both front limbs move forward together, then both back
limbs move together. This is essentially a hopping form
of motion, with two limbs at a time moving through the
'air while the other two are on the ground.

4
!IP

* 0 I/ Ak* IND * e
lb

sob

2. Right front and rear%Thribs move at the same time, then
left limbs,move at the same time.

fige
ale 4111

all
OOP

3. Right rear and left front move at the same time, then
left rear and right front.

0010I. NIP
41.0 0 I.

ID

)
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After trying some of the patterns, have the children get ready
for a short discussion at their seats. Point to the diagrams
on the board and ask what anir. Is the children can think of
that might use these patterns sometimes.

Activity B

Have the children turn to Worksheets 8 and 9 and follow the
directions, working alone or in pairs.

I
When they have finished the worksheets discuss them briefly
with your class. Have the children compare walking and run-
ning patterns. They should look for similarities and for dif-
ferences. Ask how many feet are usually on the ground at one
time for walking, and how many for running. Does the animal
ever have all his f(?pt in the air when walking? When running?
Is the distance between footprints greater in walking or in
running?

Activity C

All the walking patterns that have been investigated have re-
peating symmetry. Ask the children to try to walk in a way
that does not have repeating symmetry. An example of this
might be three hops on the right foot, one step on the left,
one step on the right, two hops on the left a continually
changing pattern. The children will observe that their usual
symmetric patterns are quicker, more comfortable, more effi-
cient and require less concentration. It is natural for them
and for other animals to move forward in a repeating pattern.

e -.
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lesson 5: MAKING DEDUCTIONS

Sometimes one can tellthings about a system from indirect
evidence, even though one doesn't see any part of the system
itself. Footprints are evidence of a locomotion system that
has walked or run over soft ground. Here the children
make speculations based on indirect evidence. They have an
opportunity to distinguish between freewheeling guesses and
guesses that have a logical foundation.

Another aspect of this lesson is very important in science
that is, that often evidence may be interpreted in several
ways, and the observer Must keep an open mind until he is
able to make conclusive observations or experiments to sup-
port a particular interpretation.

OBJECTIVES

During this lesson the children should use what they learned
in the first four lessons of this section to:

Interpret indirect evidence of a system that operated when
they were not observing it.

Recognize the limitations of indirect evidence that might
be interpreted more than one way.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 10-and I I

PROCEDURE

Tell the children that sometimes it is possible to get informa-
tion about a system without seeing the system at work. Ask
if they can think of any way that they might be able to tell
that an animal had passed by a certain place when the animal
itself was nowhere in sight..

If the children do not think of footprints as possible evidence,
ask them if they know what kind of evidence Indians used to
help them decide if people or animals had passed by a certain
place. What kinds of things do they think that Indians could

.1"
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.
:ell about an animal's locomotion system from observing his
footprints? The children may talk about:

Identity of the person .or animal. Evidence could include
shape and number of feet, distance between footprints as
indication of size, depth of footprints as indication of
weight. .

Diiection of movement, evidenced by which way toes
point. (Someone might suggest that this could be inter-
preted another way. The animal might have been walking,
backwards.)

Speed. Evidence might include distance between foot-
prints, depth of footprints, presence or absence of human
heel marks, pattern left by four-legged animal.

After the discussion have the children turn to Worksheets 10
and I I asid follow the directions. When iltey have completed
the worksheets they may want to share their stories and
pictures.

{See worksheets on next page.]
After this discussion the children may enjoy knowing about a
footprint activity to do at home. They could take a pan of
water outside, wet their bare feet and make footprint patterns
on a dry sidewalk. One child could hide his eyes while the
other makes a pattern. Then the first child could try to tell'
how he did it. They can try walking slowly or quickly, for-
ward or backward, etc.

J
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Worksheet II

Olt 29

Footprint Storf2s

Choose one of these sets of tracks. Write a story
and draw pictures about who passed here and what
happened.
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Lesson 6: HOW ANIMALS SWIM

Except for the animals in the films, those that we have dis-
cussed in most detail have legs as tile, most important parts of
their locomotion systems. Here the children look in more de-
tail at animals that swim. They observe a goldfish and note
the parts of its locomotion system. Then they see films about
fish, which will provide them with further experiences, and ob-
servations. They also consider other animals that swim. This
lesson is just an introduction and is not intended to be a com-
prehensive study.

Determilne the size of your groups by the number of goldfish
you are able to provide.

OBJECTIVES,

Through class discussion and ohservation, the chil-,
dren should:

- Agree on what to call different parts of the fish's. body.

Describe how different Arts,move when the fish swims.

See that fish move by pushing against the water with Borne
parts of their bodies.

- Observe that other animals that swim use other parts of
their bodies to move forward in water.

MATERIALS

-- for each group --

- goldfish in a plastic shoe bOx
(See Living Things in Field and Classroom, p. 55, for
notes on obtaining goldfish.)

straw
rt

-- for the class --

- films: Looking at Fishes, Encyclopedia Britannica, 16mm,

11 minutes, color.

How Water Animals Move, film loop, super Smm, 4 min-
\uts, color.

- Worksheets 12 through 16

4, 0

4

2,9



PREPARATION

'nil the plastic shoe :--,o::es water at least 24 hoUrs before
teaching this lesson in order to allow the tap way to lose its
chlorine and cone to room temperature. The next day put a
fish into each shoe box. -(See Living Things in Field and Class-
room, pp. 26-28 and 55-56, for details on caring for the4tish
after the lesson is over.)

. PROCEDURE

Activity A

Begin by saying that we have looked at some animal locomotion
systems that have legs as parts of the system, and now we will
look at a goldfish to find out the parts of its locomotion system
and how inses them.

Have the class turn to Workshket 12. Together they should a-
gree on what to call each part 61',,the fish that is indicated.
Some children may want to use technical terminology far
the dorsal, ventral and pectoral fins, and others may prefer
to say "back fin," "bottom fin" and "front pair.1! The class
should agree on the terminology the majority is comfortable
with.

The purposes of this worksheet are: -

E ye

'Fait

ICT +in

ra;

atkls ZotTovvt

Atic- pair Cq hVIS

1 ...k t . I 1, 41, 11 1".
/ iktry,

1)- To decide on uniform
labeling so that each
child knows what the
other is talking about.

2) To draw attention to
the speific parts of the
fish's body the children
should observe.

To wide the filling in
of this worksheet, you
may want to use the
fqllowing questions.
Pflit the names do not
lave to be the ones we

!provide.



First find the eye, mouth and gills and label them.

HOW MANY FINS DOES YOUR FISH HAVE? (7)

ARE THEY SINGLE OR IN PAIRS? (Both.)

WHAT IS THE BACK END CALLED? (The tail.)

IS THERE A FIN ON IT? (Yes.)

WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT? (The tail fin.)

WHAT IS THE TOP OF THE FISH CALLED? (The back.)

IS THERE A FIN ON IT? (Yes.)

WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT? (The back fin.)

IS THERE A FIN ON THE UNDERSIDE OF THE TAIL? (Yes.)

WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT? (Bottom fin.)

WHERE IS ONE PAIR OF FINS? (In front.)

WHAT CAN WE CALL THEM? (Front pair.)

IS THERE ANOTHER PAIR OF FINS? (Yes.)

WHAT SHALL WE CALL THEM? (Back pair.)

Depending upon the number of goldfish you have, the children
can work in pairs or fours, either all at the same Unit, or taking
turns. Give the children a fish in a container, and have them
follow the directions on Worksheet 13.

Group children who have reading difficulties with those who
read well. If you have casette equipment you may want to
tape the questions on Worksheet 13 for some children to use
as a guide for individual observation.
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When the children work with a fish, if it is not swimming they
can gently encourage it by touching it very lightly near the
tail with a straw. If it is moving too quickly they will have to
do some other work for a while to give it time to calm down.

-toter all the children have observed the goldfish and filled in
their worksheets the class should have a short discussion of
what they found out about the goldfish's locomotion system.
Worksheet 13 is intended simply to help the children make de-
tailed observation of one part of the fish's body at a time.
The discussion should bring out a few specific facts about how
the fish's locomotion system operates. Ask:

WHY DOES THE FISH MOVE FORWARD WHEN IT MOVES ITS
TAIL FIN? (Because the tail fin pushes back against the
water.)

DOESN'T THE FISH FALL OVER ON ITS SIDE? (The
top and bottom fins and the paired fins help it keep its
balance.)

HOW DOES THE FISH TURN? (The fish uses the, paired
;;T.' r.)



Activity C

Show the suggested films. Have the childrea watch to compare
the way their goldfish swam with the ways that other fish swim.

Activity D

Worksheets 14, 15 and 16 show other animals swimming.
Worksheet 14 is designed to serve as the basis for clas.s dis-
cussion. All the animals are swimming. To swim, each of

s.'..shun against the water with some part of its body. The
parts they use are different. The fish uses its fins, the bird
and dog their feet, and the child his hands and feet. The
fish's body is best adapted for locomotion in water. It can
swim the fastest and for the longest time. Birds that swim
have webbed feet. (Birds that do not have webbed feet can't

because there is nothing for them to push against the
water with.)

unrkheet 14
Intl 24

%hat I. thts ,ATe ..hoot thr,e dnImA1,7

Shit A difterent,

1111,i1 Are. ftw Pr.pertle, "r A good ,w1s cp.tem?

.4 the.... ha, the he,t *wilt ,atee
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How does r luck mo+e

thr"ugh the water' "
3.141e5 tutth

boe+ A %nake hate fin° "

Dde+ tt base feet? Na
Ho* does it swirl. 1 k.

"411(eS

Mork the part, "t thtw frog + +1.1m +1.+tem with an X

Mork the p.irt+ tht, pervitn', ,t+tew. with an X.

Wdrt 10,1 r1 4,11'41 1, 4 per,W11141___4` P.1174'

sork.heet 16

intt 29

%see

Can you draw something on this man

to help him swim faster?

H V
ow does the octopus move through the water? e
5h0J IS wit' O. 'let' Of- 1.).3).1- c.:

%/1, do sou think they call this insect n water boatman?

{-f 't leis are fi a.17:5

On Worksheets 13 and 16 have the children fill in the answers
independently. Encourage them to write answers even if they
are not sure. Then discuss each question. These worksheets
are intended to stimulate discussion and speculation. Yotir
library may have some books that will supply additional infor-
mation for children who want to follow the subject further.

PREFACE TO NEXT LESSON

Tell the children that tomorrow they are going to study the
flight system of birds, and on the way home from school today
they should watch birds to see how they fly, take off, and
land. If anyone has a pet bird at home he can make a more
detailed study and share his observations with the class.



'sson 7: A BIRD'S FLIGHT SYSTEM

i.Ards In a film and will consider what
parts of their bodies are part of their locomotion systems. The
fihn gives the children a chance to watch many kinds of birds
and to see them moving in slow motion. But a film cannot pro-
'ide the same excitement as a real bird can. Check to see if
-lour local zoo sends personnel with live animals to the class-
room. Short of that, try to borrow.a stuffed bird from a museum
or a parent. The children will enjoy looking at the structure of
the feathers and the way they are arranged.

Several worksheets require the children to look in books for
information about birds. These will extend the activities be-
:4.)nd the scope of the lesson itself.

This lesson may take two days, one for the film and discussion,
and one for optional activities.

OBJECTIVES

During this lesson the children should:,.

Observe birds in flight.

- Understand that flapping wings push against' the air.

- Identify parts of the locomotion system which may include
wings, tail, feet, eyes, etc.

VAT'ERIAI

--for the class --
-

ooldro at Birds, Encyclopedia Films, 16mm, color, JO

Seabirds, Form and Plight, film loop, Super 8mm, color,
:-,1mItes.

bird (optional)

- :ffed 1)ird (optional)

- tov airpIan,_ (optional)

ri
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reference books:
Blough, Glenn, Bird Watchers and Bird Feeders, Whittlesey

House, 1963.
Darling, Lois and Louis, Bird, Houghton Mifflin, 1962.

(Teacher reference. See especially chapter on feathers,
pp. 1 1 1-122, and chapter on flight, pp. 217-235.)

Goldin, Augusta R., Ducks Don't Get Wet, Crowell, 1965.
Goude, Alice E., Gray Wings, Scribner, 1964.
Zim, Herbert S., Owls, Morrgw, 1950.
World Book, vol. 2, Birds (See especially the sections

"How Birds Fly," and 'Wings in Flights")

-- for each child --
feathers (contour and down)

magnifier

Worksheets 17-19

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Ask the children what they observed on the way home from
school yesterday about how birds fly. Ask what they think
are the parts of a bird's locomotion system. Write their sug-
gestions on the board. Then tell them that you will show them
a film in which they will be able to see many different kinds
of birds flying. They will also be able to watch slow motion
flight to get more details. Suggest that they watch carefully
for some of these answers:

WHAT DOES THE BIRD DO TO TAKE OFF? (Watch the feet.)

HOW DOES IT USE ITS WINGS?

WHAT PART OF.ITS BODY DOES IT USE TO CHANGE
DIRECTION?

HOW DOES IT LAND? WHAT PARTS OF ITS BODY DOES IT
USE? (Watch the tail and feet.)

Show the film. Then, after the film, hold a discussion. See
if some children want to make changes in the list of parts of
the bird's flight system they compiled earlier. Ask for rea-
sons for including each part on the list.
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Activity B (optional)

If yOu have been able to get a live bird or a stuffed bird, now
is the time to look at it. (If not, go on to Activity C.) Ask
the children to think about how the different parts are suited
to the jobs they do. Following are some things to observe:

I) The wings:

HOW FAR DO THE WINGS SPREAD?

COMPARE THE WING'S SHAPE TO THE TOY AIRPLANE WING.
(Both have rounded, thick leading edges and thin trailing
edges. The top surface is curved more than the bottom.)

2) The feet: Some birds have webbed feet, some do not.

WHAT CAN THE FEET TELL US ABOUT THE BIRD'S HABITS?
(Webbed feet help a bird swim or take off from water,
Clawed feet help a bird perch and take off from a branch.)

3) The tail: Note its shape.

IN HOW MANY DIRECTIONS CAN THE TAIL MOVE? (Com-
pare it with the rudder and elevators on the toy airplane's
tail. The rudder steers the plane right and left, the ele-
vators guide it up and down. The tail can also be pointed
down sharply to help the bird brake when it wants to slow
down and stop.)

,A_ -.
41 L.,
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Worksheet 17

lnit 29

Take a contour feather

Take s down feather.

Take a magnifier.

Hold the quill of the ontour feather tightly.
Blow on the feather. See if you .an blow
cracks in it.

Vow pull some barbs apart with your fingers.

What makes the barbs hold together so well? Look

at them through the magnifier.

Now try to mend the crack again. Could you do It? *5
What did you see along each barb?

t\ h

Worksheet 17 ikontinuedi

Does the down feather have hooks on its barbs?
Iliac your magnifier. _/..) 0 -

Which kind of feather would be better for flying?

dOset011f

Why? If ho1,Ls +oinftt*v. to-fask tf.A4 bi r.
Irma. kh4 of feather can keep a bird dry?

Cautliitar

Which kind of feather would be better for keeping

the bird warm? uaK
-

Why? (4- (ik.r cleZ-7-41/14. nker'

Which kind of feathers would you expect to find on

the wings and tall? do tot.tr.
Where would you expect to find down feathers?

Nil °V.I./CA.)5e -tttt birds Sic-44

If you have a real bird, look at It.

If you don't have a bird, look in

books to find out more about birds

and bird feathers.

Activity C (optional)

Set the materials for this aRtivity on a table together with
reference books, and let those children who are interested do
it in their free time. Worksheet 17 is self-instructional.
The children should examine and play with the feathers freely.
They should discover how hard it is to break the surface of
the vane of a contour feather and how easy it is to repair it
by smoothing the barbs.

Activity D

Call attention to Worksheets 18 and 19. Tell the children to
write their ideas down first and then look them up. This is a
(Toed activity for small groups. Encourage the children to use
the encyclopedia (especially World Book) and the reference
hooks.



Activity E

If the children are interested in watching birds further, suggest
that they can go on their own field trips after school. They
can sprinkle breaocrum:Js to attract sparrows, starlings or
other birds native to your area.

Give the children tips on how to behave and what to look for
when they are bird watching. Remind them that birds' sight
and hearing are very keen, and the birds will fly away if the
children make sudden noises or quick movements. When the
birds do fly, the children should try to see how they move
the different parts of their bodies. They should watch them
take off and land.

worksheet 18
tnIt 29 Name

Guess If you don't know these answers.

Then tell why you guessed the way you did.

Which bird can slow?

The rLekck.
It has togiotoeci.
feet.

Which one runs the

fastest?

The ostrich.
It Inas Yhe
IcAiest 1.c3S

Which do you think Is the bent flyer?
The hawk

(t, tk 2,5 the bligSt txrtv15

GC

Worksheet 19 Name
Unit 29

Look-it-up Page

Guess first, then find out:

How high can birds fly?

How fast can birds fly?

How Iar can some birds
fly without Mopping?

Guess Answer

a. w:tle G w...1245

StL 1 b e
-11.(C.Iouds

zk-w.tle
a menuie

I tic) nki 1 P5,
c..v1 h c"A,C

in short
SaSheS

Mosii less,
Mile Oar

loD wiles 3000 milts
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Lesson 8: COMPARING LOCOMOTION SYSTEMS

Locomotion systems may be considered in several ways. The
main attention in the lessons up to now has been focused on
the parts of different animals' bodies and how they help to
move the - animals forward. From another point of view, the
parts of the body make up just one subdivision of a locomotion
system. The other subdivisions are the source of energy that
Make it possible for the body parts to move, and what they
push against in order to Mal/ Z.' forward the land, water or air.

This way of looking at the locomotion systems illustrates what,
animate and inanimate locombtion systems have in common.
In this lesson the children concentrate on comparing many
kinds of locomotion systems. They see that all animals have
the same source of energy food. Biit machines have differ-
ent energy sources gasoline, jet fuel, electricity, etc.

OBJECTIVES ,

During this lesson the children should bring together the in-
formation of the unit and make generalizations about locomo-
tion systems. They should be able to:

State that all locomotion systems have parts that push
against something in order to move forward.

Speculate on what those parts are in locomotion systems
they have not studied.

-w. Tell what the parts push against in familiar Systems and
speculate for unfamiliar ones.
See that all animals depend on food for their energy source.
Some children may know that the more immediate source of
motive power is the muscles.

Speculate on what the energy source is for locomotion
systems they have not studied.

MATERIALS

Worksheet 20

i

10

r,
Li ..a.



PROCEDURE

Ask the children what they can think of that is the same for
every locomotion system they have studied. Do not try to
elicit the specific answers discussed in the introductory para-
graphs, but give the children opportunity to develop some of
their own generalizations.

Then ask the children to name all the things they can think of
that have locomotion systems. If they do not get around to
mechanical systems suggest the category to them, but keep
the suggestions coming until it is clear that the children's
imaginations have been sent off in many directions. Then
have them turn to Worksheet 20 and work on it independently.
They may add other sheets of their own if they wish.

After the worksheet has been completed, give the children
opportunities to share their ideas.

Worksheet 20
tnit 29 Name

Locomotion Systems -- What is the same?
What Is different?

C E. wheels

Cr5

}he street 8a5ohne

lets ti1/4. av 40-el

**A ru.-3 y:t wt4.0
is. -cowirt.A.

1-3°1-

iNd
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SECTION 2 A PLANT'S WATER CARRYING SYSTEM

COMMENTARY

Most children knoW that plants need water to live. In this
section they, explore the most basic aspects of the plant's
water carrying system. They learn that water enters the
plant from the soil through the roots, that there are tubes
that carry the water from the roots up the stems and into the
leaves, and that water comes out of the leaves into the air in
the form of water vapor. They also learn that there are many
different-looking roots, stems and leaves that may be adapted
to different environments.

The upward movement of water through plants Is only partly
understood by botanists. They cannot entirely explain the
tremendous pull that is necessary to carry water to the top.of

r a tall tree, but the pull is there. The water enters the roots
through root hairs, which are usually, too small to be seen
with the naked eye. It is pulled up through tube's that pass
through the sterns and connect with the veins in the leaves,:
The water is used by the plant in many ways. Some of it
passes into the leaf tissue and through microscopic holes in
the leaves called stomates. It goes into the'air in the form
of water vapor. This stage, the passage of Water from the
leaf into the air, is called transpiration. The rate of trans
piration is affected by conditions of light, temperature,
moisture and the st ructure of the leaf itself.

Through seyeral activities the childrenldentify the path that
water takes through plants. They observe that the water from
the soil enters through the roots. Then they see that the stem
has tubes through which the water passes from the roots into
the leaves. They collect water vapor from the air around the
leaves and conclude that water comes out of the plant through
the leaves.

r,



OBJECTIVES

As they woik with plants in this setion the children should
be able to:

Identify wilting as an indication that the water carrying
system is not functioning properly.

Help devise and carry out experiments with different parts
of the plant to find out if they are parts of the water
carrying system.

Discuss the.system, drawing on evidence from their experi.1
ments rather than relying on ursupported opinion.

Draw a diagram or describe the parts of a plant's water
carrying system, indicating the order of the parts and
their relationship to each other.

Recognize that different plants take up water at different
rates and that their water carrying systems vary.

See that plant tissue consists of a large proportion of
water.

Learn that plants use water to make food.

NOTES ON TEACHING THIS SECTION

Before the children begin experimenting with plants it is
necessary for them to have an opportunity to talk about the
ethics of using plants in this way. Some children are reluc-
tant to "hurt" plants. They should understand that plants do
not get hurt as animals do, but that we won't destroy any
more than we need to in the experiments. At least one plant
should be left after the experiments for thtiP class to enjoy.
There should be a sense of balance between using, plants for
experimental purposes and enjoying them in other ways.

You will need four coleus plants for the experiments described
here. Three of the plants may be small, but it would be help-
ful if one has some branches. They should be healthy, with
many leaves in proportion to the size of the plants. Each
should be in its own pot. The coleus is an inexpensive plant
that can be bought at florists, variety stores or supermarkets.
It comes in oeveral color combinations besides the one shown
on the coler. r
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Lesson 9: THE ROOTS

From their experiences in Unit 23 the children should be
aware that temperature, light and moisture influence plant
survival. They discuss these factors briefly, and then con-
sider moisture in more detail. They talk about the usual pro-
cedure for watering potted plants, that is, putting water on
the soil. Then they examine the plant parts that are 'under
the surface of the soil, and set up experiments to find out if
roots play a part in the plant's getting water.

One experiment is to cut the roots off a plant and see what
happens to the top. This plant is kept side by side with a
control, a plant with its roots intact. Both plants are kept
without water until both are wilted. Then they are watered.
The control revives quickly, but the rootless plant does not.

This activity demonstrates that a plant is able to survive
drought more easily if it has roots, and that the root is a
useful part of the plant's wafer carrying system. The experi-
ment does not show that plants must always have roots.

The children are encouraged to suggest and set up other
experiments, but the one described above should be included,
because it is likely that some of the experiments suggested
by the children may seem to indicate that plants don't need
roots at all. (In trial teaching it was found that with some .

plants if the roots were removed and the plant was, kept well
watered it did not show ill effects for the length of the test
period. This is because the children are usually wOrking with
extremely sturdy plants that are often selected as house plants
because they are able to survive adverse conditions. \Even
when neglected or deprived of suitable growing conditions
they will not die as easily as many common outdoor plahts.)

This lesson may take several days and should be started 'on

Monday or Tuesday.

r- 15, A
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By the end of the lesson the students should:

- Identify roots as underground parts of the plant.

- See that a plant needs water and will wilt when deprived
of it.

- Recognize that roots are a useful part of the plant's water
carrying system.

Understand the role of the control in their experiments.

..1ATERIALS

- three potted coleus plants, approximately the same
size (at least 4")

- tray
- newspapers

- knife
- wicle-n,outhed jar

PROCEDURE

.4-!t.ivify A

Show the children the coleus plants and ask them what plants
need in order to survive. List their ideas on the board. The
list may include the following, Lased on their experiences in
Unit 23:

- water
light

- the rilht temperature

the enildren to tell briefly what their evidence is that.
plants need each of the conditions they have mentioned. Have
them talk about experiences that they have had with plants and
,lr.-:cribe what results they observed when plants were deprived

-erHition:> needo,L

r
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havt-,_ had an opportunity to share their
as, them that for the no-:t few days they will be doing
.e rrIment.: with plants and "rater.

up a coleus plant and ask the children how they think it
-lets water. They can Le e ::pected to say that we put water on
the soil in the pot. Ask how they think the water gets into
the plant, since we don't put the water directly into the plant

.t on the soil. The discussion n,ight revolve around ques-
tions such as these:

Pg.'? DO YOU rffINI: THE PLANT GETS WATER FROM THE

SOIL'

ARE MERE A:Ti' PARTS OF THE PLANT TOUCHING THE SOIL

f WHICH THE WATER MIGHT GET INTO THE

'

Ask how we could find out what part of the plant is under the
100;:.)

::.,wspaper on a desk or table and then take one of the
,--)1,7..s plants. have a child gently take the plant out of the
pot r7r-oYe the soil from around the roots.

'L LI

The child can put his hand
over the pot so that the
stem passes between his
fingers. Then he can in-
vert the pot and rap it
sharply on the edge of a
desk so that the ball of
soil drops into his hand.
Have a wastebasket or
newspaper underneath to
catch spills.

7



The child may wish to swish the roots :n a basin of water to
wash off the remaining soil and loosen the roots, enough for
of2ser.ration.

Have all the children look carefully at and touch the roots .
(Either pass the plant around on a tray or have the children
file past it on a table or counter.)

When the children return to their seats have the n describe the
roots. Encourage them to look at the roots again if they wa
to check on the accuracy of their descriptions. (When you
have no further need for observing the roots, set the plant into
a jar of water and save it for the next day.) As the children
describe properties of the roots, list them on the board. For

The roots are long.

They're thin.

There are lots of roots.

They have branches.

The branches are irregular. There is no symmetry to
the way they grow.

They have mud on them.

As the children if they think that all plants have or need
roots. Then have them tell why. Their reasons for having
roots might include to get water, to hold the plant up, to gtt
food, and to hold the plant in (an° place. Reasons for not
needing root--; might refer to the fact that cut flowers can be
kept in water.

A-cept the ideas offered, and then ask the children what they
think wcyald happen to the coleus plant they see before them
if it didn't have roots. List their predictions on the board so
that yoa can refer to them later.

Tne plant would die.

It would grow new roots.

it wouldn't be able to get water.

. ,t :r": nrir! : )t. )u1 riot ,11,-mq
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As;: the children could check their predictions of what
happen to the plant if it didn't have any roots. They

:.fight have suggestions for experiments. Try some of them.
anic-)r.,; them be sure to include the experiment we describe

detail here.

One .vay to find out what would happen to a plant if it didn't
have roots is to cut the roots off. Take one of the coleus
plants; and tell a child to cut through the stem below the

ttom leaves, and then insert the cut end of the stem into
the soil in the same pot, a little distance from the original
base of the plant. The stem should be inserted deeply enough
to hold the plant steady. A pencil can be used to make a hole
for the stem.

L.nchsturbed plant f c )mparison.

Ask the children to observe the two plants side by side and
tell you what is the same about them and what is different.

Their answers may include the following:

They have the same kind of leaves.

One of them doesn't have any roots.

The leaves are about the same size, but one plant is
shorter than the other.

If no one comments on their condition, ask whether they look
equally healthy.

rro , now on, the two plants will be treated in the same v.ny
to sot whether there are differences in the way they respond.
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The plant with roots will be the control in the experiment.
(The children used controls in Unit 23 to help them remember
what something looked like before they began experimenting
with at.)

Ask the children how they will be able to tell if the plant is
getting along all right without the roots. Ask what would be
evidence that the plant doesn't need roots. What would be
evidence that the plant does need roots?

Most children will say that they think the plant without the
roots will die. Ask them what a dying plant looks like. How
will they know if it is dying? They should be able to decide
that if a plant is dying its leaves will be droopy and the plant
will be limp.

Now place both plants in the sunlight. Do not water the
plants until both are wilting. It may take from two hours to
two days for them to begin wilting, depending on the sun-
light, humidity, and temperature in your room, and depending
on how damp the soil was when the experiment was started.

Have the children check the plants periodically. One will
wilt before the other. As soon as both are wilting, continue
the activity. (The timing is important here, because if there
is too much delay both plants may die. A delay of an hour or
two is no problem, but a delay of a-day might be too much.)

When both plants are wilted, place them before the class and,
ask the children how they think the-plants are getting aTong.
Have them identify which plant has roots and which has none.

6



Ask if the one with roots or the one without seems to be get-
ting along better. At this stage the children may have differ-
ences of opinion, since both plants should be in bad shape.
Some children will say that the one with the roots looks bet-
ter, because they think that is the answer expected. It may
be hard for them to accept the evidence that the one with the
root also looks bad.

Then ask the children what they think would happen if both
plants were watered. After they have had a chance to predict,
have a child water both plants well, until a little water comes
out of the hole at the bottom of the pot. Then leave the plants
where the children can watch them from time to time, while
they go on with other work. In half an hiour to an hour the
plant with roots will have revived. The plant without roots
will still look wilted.

Have the children discuss the differences between the two
plants at this stage of the experiment, and then ask what con-
clusions they can come to. When a child draws a conclusion,
ask what his evidence is.

Many children make dogmatic statements based on limited
evidence because they "knew" what was going to happen be-
forehand. Try to help them put aside prior opinions and just
look at the evidence of the experiment.

With the limited amount of experimenting the class has done,
it is appropriate to draw only limited conclusions. When the

rnal:f_) generalizations for which they have little evi-
dence, remind them that conclusions should be based on evi-
dence rather than just on opinion.

51
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In the case of this particular experiment, a reasonable con-
clusion is:

- The roots are useful for getting water into the plant.

The evidence for this conclusion is:

- When we Watered both droopy plants the one with roots
revived quickly but the one without roots did not.

Note the limitations of the experiment and the conclusion that
can be drawn. The experiment has shown only that roots are
part of the plant's water carrying system, and that they help
get water into a plant quickly. The experiment does not show
that roots are always necessary for plants.

Roots serve several functions. One of these is that they help
plants survive extreme drought: Because of the large surface
area of the roots, a whole plant is able to absorb water
quickly. On the other hand, a plant without roots absorbs
water much more slowly because water can only get in through
the very small area of contact between the stem and the bit of
soil it is touching. Some plants grow new roots when kept in
moist sand or soil. If they do not, they will not survive very
long.

Activity B

This last activity shows how some plants survive extremely
-adverse conditions.

You should now have two potted plants, one healthy coleus
(with roots) and one droopy coleus (without roots). Put the
plants aside in a well-lit place but not in hot sunlight.
Water them regularly, as needed. (Plants should be watered
thoroughly whenever the soil gets dry, and then should not be
watered again until the soil gets dry again. Overwatering,
'causes rotting of underground plant parts.) -

Have the children keep watch over the two plants. In a week
or two they will be able to make an observation. The plant
that they thought was dying did not die after all. Some of the
most droopy leaves on the cut coleus will have died, but new
leaves will he growing. The children can dig up the originally
rootless stern to find that new roots have grown.

5 Z.



Changes will also be apparent in the piece of stem attached
to the original root, from which the upper part of the plant had
been cut. The stump of stem will have sprouted new leaves.

This demonstrates the coleus' ability to replace parts it has
lost.

Tell the children that some plants will. grow new roots and
others will not. Ask them to tell about any other plants that
they know that will do this. If they have no suggestions be-
cause of lack of experience, they may like to set up experi-
ments with several kinds of plants to find out which ones will
grow new roots.

53
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USING A MAGNIFIER

You can get a wider field of vision through a
magnifier if you hold it close to your eye. In
order to adjust the focus, move your eye and
the object closer together or further apart.

If you and the object remain stationery, you
adjust your focus by moving the magnifier up
and down until you get the clearest image.
The magnification will be the same either'way,
but when the magnifier is further from the eye
the field of vision is much smaller.



Lesson 10: THE STEM

The children investigate what happens to the water after it
enters the roots of a plant. They first diseuss where water
might go from the roots, and then they go on to adetailed
study of celery .stems. They see that when a celery stem is
set in a cup of colored water, the dye from the cup soon shows
in the leaves. They break the celery stem and find that the
dye has gone up through the strings.

OBJECTIVES

In the course of this lesson, the children should be able to:

Interpret the presence of red color as evidence that the
colored water in the cup traveled up through the celery
stem and leaves.
Interpret the red color of the strings and.veins to mean
that the water travels along those particular paths.
Interpret lowering of water level in cup as evidence that
water went up through celery stem.

Describe roots, stems and leaves as parts of the plant's
,water carrying system.

'A.IATERIALS
.,

-- for the class --

the unpotted coleus plant from Lesson I

sharp knife or razor

plastic cup

masking tape

\ plastic bag or plastic wrap
I bottle red food coloring

gallon container of water
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-- for each child --

a celery stalk with leaves
(You will need two or three bunches. Keep celery in a
plastic bag and refrigerated until needed. Wilted celery
will not draw up water-well enough.)

magnifier

I6-oz. plastic cup

PROCEDURE

Activity A

In the last lesson the children experimented and discovered
that water went into the plant through the roots. Mention
this, and then ask where the children think the water goes.
after it goes into the roots. List their ideas on the board so
that the class can go back and look for evidence to support
them. The children may suggest some of the following:

Water goes into the plant, into the leaves.

It stays in the roots.
It goes back out of the roots into the soil.

It goes up the stem.

Most children will think that water goes into the plant, be-
. cause they found that after they watered the wilted plant in

L,23 s pn 9 the leaves became firm again.

IF WE THINK WATER GOES INTO THE LEAVES, HOW DOES
IT GET THERE? (Through the stem.)

Bring out thb coleus plant that you pttt in a jar of water in
Lesson 9. Ask the children to tellewhat they think the stem
is like inside.

Cut the plant from the root.and cut the stem into several sec-
tions. Pass the pieces around so the children can feel them
and look at them. Ask them to describe some properties of
the coleus stem. They may mention that it is green, square,
slender, long, wet on the cut end, solid in the center, and
'n3s no visible tubes.



Then show the class a stalk of celery 'and tell them that it is
a kind of stem that,is easy to study because it is so large.
Cut it into sections and pass them out so the children can
compare the celery stem with the coleus stern. They will see
light green dots that are not visible in the'coleus. They will
learn later that these are the cut ends of water carrying tubes,
but do not tell then, now what they are.

Remind the children that we have been talking about whether
water goes up through stems into plants , and ask them to
suggest experiments that might help them find out. As usbal,
accept all suggestions, and help the children set up experi-
Anents to test their ideas. Described. here are two experiments

/ that ,y011 should be sure to include. The first is a demonstra-
\tion and the second is an experiment that all the childrem
should do. Both are basecron observing what happens when a
stalk of celery is put into a cup of water.

Activity B

This is a demonstration that you should have some children
set up. They shOuld make a fresh cut across the bottom' of a
stalk of celery and put the stem into a cup of water. Have
them mark the level of the water and then cover the cup with
plastic to prevent evaporation. A drop in the level of the
water will be evidence that the water went up the, celery stem.
Put the setup in a well lighted place, and then go on to the

'next activity.

Feu

Note: The change in
water level will be
more apparent if you.
use a narrow glass.
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ctivity C

"m4

is

After the demonstration in Activity B has br en set up, but
before any results have been observed, proceed with this
experiment, which is the main activity of the lesson.

Ask the, children how we would know if the;water was going up'
into the stem. Has any one of them ever seen water going up
into a plant? Ask why this. would be difficult to see. (Be-
cause water is colorless and plants aren't transparent.) Ask
if there is anything we could do to the water so that we might
be able to see it in the plant. If no child suggests it, tell
them that food coloring might make the water easier to see.

.10

Then let several children predict what would happen if colored
water went into the stem, and have them describe what they
expect to see..

Each child will do this experiment. For a class of 30 you will
need about a gallon of colored water: Prepare it ikfront of
the class by addinv enough red food coloring to a gallon of
water to make it a deep red. Give each child a plastic tumbler
and have him label it with his name on a piece of masking
tape. Then pour four to six ounces of colored water into each
tumbler.
f

Have ctild get the cefw sery from the refrigerator. Make a
fresh cut across the bottom of each stalk of celery just before
you give it to a child. He should place it in the colored water
immediately, so that the cut end does not have a chance to
dry up.

Prep'are a similar setup for yourself, so that you can keep
watch to see when to begin Activity D. The length ortlike re-
cired for thi.! colored water to be drawn up the celery stem
and into the leaves depends on the amount of light, heat and
humidity in your /dem and the condition of the celery. It
should take two to four hours.

Go on to some other work, and when the celery leaves saow
tingesof red, return to this experiment.

/`



Activity D

Make a fresh cut a short distance fronfThe end of each stalk
of, celery. Have the children look at the cut ends with magni-
fibrs and describe or draw what they see. Have them count
the 'red dots and notice that all the stems don't have the same
number. The children may recall that in the celery cross-
section they looked at earlier, the dots were green. ASk what
they think the dots are. What made them red?

The have the children break a piece off the ends of heir
stalks and pull the s

Tell the children that the strings are tubes. Ask where they
think the water went rom the tubes in the stem. They should
notice the red tint in he leaves. Have them tear across a

---"---lear and use their ma nifiers to look at the torn edge. They
should be able to see ed dots in the center of the veins.
From the surface of th leaf the veins look green because the
walls of the veins are t o thick to let the red show through.
The tissue of the leave is thinner, so the red can be seen
more easily.

Ask the children what the ic have observed so far to be pirt of
the plant's water-carrying\system. They should be able to
summarize:
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roots

stems

leaves

Tell them that you will study the leaves and what happens to
the water in them the next day.

Activity E

Check the demonstration set up in Activity B. If the water
level is considerably lower, have the chi

--not -watt e next day.) Mark the new water level. The
children should be able to Interpret the difference between
the two water levels as an indication of how much water went
up through'the celery stem.



Lesson II: THE LEAVES

In the previous two lessons the children found that water
enters the plant through the roots and travels up the stem to
the leaves. Here they investigate what happens next. Does
the water stay- in the leaves or does it travel further? The
children list their ideas and set up experiments to find out
which are correct. Among the experiments, you should in-
clude the one that is described here in detail. It demonstrates
that water comes out of the leaves in the form of water vapor,
which can be trapped in a plastic bag and will condense on
trie-ffillibe bag in wateraffinas.
This lesson will take two days.

OBJECTIVES

During this lesson the children should be able to:

Decide on experiments to detect the presence of water.

Interpret the results of their experiments to indicate that
water comes out through a plant's leaves iri the form of .
water vapor.
Identify roots, stems and leaves as parts of the plant'S
water carrying system.

MATERIALS

2 coleus plants, preferably one with branc" hes

2 large Baggies

6 small Baggies

2 wire twists

2 strips cobalt chloride paper

gooseneck lamp (optional)

Worksheet 21

Adventures in Living Plants, by Edwin B. Kurtz, Jr. and
Chris Allen, University of Arizona Press, Tucson,
Arizona, 1965.
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PROCEDURE

Activity A

Remind the children that yesterday they saw that water tra-
veled up the stems of the celery and into the leaves. Ask
them where they think the water, goes next. Encourage the
children to describe as many possibilities as they can. Their
ideas should be listed on the board so that the class can go
back to consider what kind of experiment could test each. A
list of suggestions might include some of the following:

I. The water might stay in the leaves.

2. It might go back down into the soil.

3. It might come out of the leaves.

How could the children find out what really happens? Ask
how they might test each idea, and help them find ways to
make the tests. Possible tests for the three ideas listed
above are described here. The class can work together to
de.relop appropriate te-ts for the ideas they suggest. Basic
to ail the tests is this: If water is present in or coming out
of a particular part of the plant, it should be possible to see
evidence of its presence in one way or another.

Each class will decide upon and set up its own experiments.
Set up as many as possible at the same tiny), depending on
how many plants you have. The third experiment described
below should be included with others the children suggest.

I If water stayed in the leaves ,the leaves should get fatter
and fatter, since the plant keeps taking more and more water
up from the soil. Observation will tell whether this happens.
The children have seen an example of exactly this kind of
thing happening, when the wilted plant was watered and the
leaves "fattened" as their crispness was restored. The chil-
dren will see, however, that there is a limit to hOw much
water the leaves hold. They do not puff up beyond their.
normal thickness. Therefore, through observation they cane
conclude that the water does nbt stay in the leaves.

r" 'I
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2) If the water went back down the stem into the soil, it
could be used again by the plant, and the plant would not
need to be watered over and over again. How can this be
tested? If the idea that the water is reused is correct, the
plant should thrive without further watering when the soil is
covered with plastic to prevent evaporation. If the plant set
up this way wilts and the soil under the plastic cover gets
dry, it shows that the water is not going from the soil into
the plant and then I:ck into the soil. It must be going some-
where else after it goes from the soil into the plant.

Set up your experiment and puTThejgatt-erside in a well )it

4

It may take as much as a week for the plant to wilt, depend-
ing on the size of the plant, the amount of soil, and how
recently it was watered. See that the children give the
experiment plenty of time and don't try to draw premature
conclusions.

3) If the water goes out through the leaves or the stem, there
should be some way to verify it. The first step would be to
examine the leaves to see if they are wet'. (Some plants l
actually do form drops of water at their tips, but coleus
doesn't.)

When the children feel that the leaves are dry, ask them
whether this really means that water doesn't cbme out of the

4
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leaves. Ask them if they know of any other form that water
takes, where it doesn't feel wet. (The children have had
some activities with water vapor in second grade, but may .

have forgotten it. Use as much of the following as you find
necessary. If the children respond immediately. showing
familiarity with water-vapor, skip the next two paragraphs.)

Wipe a wet sponge over the blackboard. Then ask if the
board is wet or dry. As the board dries, ask where the water
is going. (Into the' air.) -Another example they might talk
about is what happens to:the water in wet laundry vIlen'the
laundry hangs on a line and dries. -

The children are not expected to understand how or why water
goes into air. This is merely a 'demonstration that it does.
If they still have problems accepting the notion that watt
Cangd into the air in an invisible form, borrow Unit 20 from
a second grade teacher, and review with the class thp water
vapor activities on pages 100-102.

Resume the plant activity here:1

Remind the children that our original question was to find out
whether water came out through the leaves. We saw that the
leaves were dry, and we asked whether the water might come
out in any other form that didn't seem wet. Now we have
found that there is another form in which water might be
coming out, that is, water vapor.

Ail< the children for suggestions as to how we could trap,
water to prove its presence if it were coming out of the leaves
in the form of water vapor. If the children do not suggest
using a plastic, bag , show them one and ask if they think it
might be useful.

Have a child check the bag for leaks by blowing air into it.
Then the bag should be placed over the plant. and fastened
snugly around the main stem; Water the plant and set it
aside where it can be looked at every hour or two until re-
sults are observed. If you wish to complete this activity on
the next day, set the plant on a windowsill where it will be
in daylight but not in direct sunlight. If you' wish to complete

r.



it on the same day,' set the plant under its plastic bag about
' 18 inches from a 100W bulb in a gooseneck lamp. The bright

light will speed up the experiment. (If you do not have a
gooseneck lamp, you can improvise one by shaping a reflector
of 'aluminum foil.)

In two to tou . hours under a lamp (or the next day in daylight)
the plant will have given off enough moisture that fine-drop-
letS will have formed on the inside surface of the plastic bag.
The longer the plant is in the bag; the more moisture will be
collected. (If the plant is left too long under too bright a
light, so much moisture will be given off that the Want will
wilt permanently. The plastic bag makes for a high tempera-

, ture, such as what you get in a closed car in sunlight, and
the-heat increases the rate of transpiration.)

Have the children tell what they observe when they check the
experiment. They will see droplets of a clear fluid on the
inside surface of the plastic bag1 Haye them describe the
properties of the liquid and ask what they think it is. Many
will think it is water. Some children have suggested it might
be a plant waste product or sweat. Ask if the children remem-
ber how ybu can test for water. Show them a strip of cobalt
chloride paper and ask if they know what will happen if you
wet it. .Put a 'drop ,of water on it and show them how it turns
pink. Remind them that in second grade they had done experi-
ments with cobalt chloride paper showing that other Tluids did
not turn it pink, so it can be used as a test for water.
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1.

Remove the'plastic bag from over the prant, and give a child
a fresh strip of cobalt chlcride paper with which he can test
and find that the droplets in the bag are. water.

Recall that we wanted to find out where the water went after
L. got into the leaves of the plant, and ask the children what
they have learned about that question from their experiments.
Give them time to draw conclusions.

Then tell the class that we have experimented and.have seen
that the water went into th°6 air. Are there anyeays that we
could test o find out if it really came out of the leaves?
Where else could it have come from? List the children's
ideas, and keep the list on the board to serve as a guide in
setting up experiments to test the ideas. Tell the class to
think over experiments they would like to set up the next day.

Activity B

Start this lesson in the morning and set aside some time in
(er,he afternoon to complete it. (The afternoon session will be

brief.)

Refer to the list made at the end of (the last activity. The
children may want to add other ideas about where the water
in the plastic bag might have come from. The list may in-
clude the air, the bag material, the stems, the leaves, the
buds, the whole plant. Ask how the different ideas could be
tested, and help the children set up experiments.; Be sure
that they think through their experiments enough to be able to
tell what they are testing for and how the results will give
answers to their questions. For example, a plastic bag over
a stem stripped of its leaves should test whether water comes
out of the stem. If there is water in a bag over a stem with
leaves, but no water in a bag over a stripped stem, they
should be able to conclude that the water came from the
leaves.

*4
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This diagram combines several possible tests:

Sag over stripped stem
on plant

Bag over stet with
leaves on plant

Bag over leaves
removed from plant

n.

Bag over air

Bag over bag,

When the experiments are all set up, they should be placed,
under a lamp as in Activity A. Observations can be made and
conclusion§ can be drawn the same afternoon. If you put the
experimental setups in a window (without sunlight) you will.
have to wait till the next day. (A sunny window will produce
quick results, as does a gooseneck lamp., but you have to be
careful not to overheat the.setups.)

gave the children turn to Worksheet 21 anted draw pictures of
the experiments that were set up. Then they can gó onto
other work.

O
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Activity C

When at least one of the bags shows a good collection of
water droplets, have the children-observe the results of their
experiments. They should look closely at the bags to decide-
which have moisture in them and which do not. They should
be able to come to the conclusion that in the previous experi-
ment (in which the bag covered all plant parts above the soil)

,` the water probably came out of the leaves, because in this
series of experiments there isn't much moisture in the bags
that don't have leaves in them, and there is Visible moisture
in the bags ;that contain leaves.

Have the cbildren'fill in experimental results and conclusions
as directed at the`bOttom of Worksheet 21.

.
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Worksheet 21 Mime

.

Draw Pictures that shoe the exPeriments you set wp
to find out where the eater came free.

cV!i-
UP-a "5

Brae ester drop. in any experimint when you eau
otter drops after a fee hours.

Put an 2 over any experiment that did not have -

eater drops.

Whet does youV evidence show? tooit's Ve
eft toiwt-
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Activity D

Read Chapter 15-or Living Plants by Kurtz and
Allen, and retell it to the children in third grade language.
It is an exciting story of a trip through a plant's "plumbing
system"- made by children who have taken'a reducing pill.
They have ti) wear diving Suits and fight the rapid current.
Read only from the beginning of the chapter until the children
get up,to the leaves and look out through the stomates. (Sto-
matei are miciroscopic holes in the leaves through which the
water passeslinto the air.)

4
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Lesson z 2: WHAT ARE THE PARTS OF THE SYSTEM?

In the first activity the children 'raw diagrams of a plant's
water carrying system. Since each makes his own decision
on what parts are necessary, the diagrams may not look
alike. Some children will include Only roots, stems and
leaves. Others may want to include tubes, soil, water and
even the air. The children shduld be able to tell the class
their reasons for their choices of what they include and what
they leave out of the plant's water carrying System.

There is no "correct" interpretation of what should be in-
cluded in the system. This lesson is an excellent way to
help the children understand that a system is really man's
analysis or way of 'looking at natural things. One can make
his own decision as to what the system is to include for his
experimental purposes. He can limit his system or make it
broad depending upon what he is trying to learn about it
and what experiments he is setting up.

In the second activity the children compare the water carrying
systerns'Of different plants. The systems of all leafy.plants
arm basically the same, in that they include roots, stems,
and leaves in some form. However, there are very different-
rooking roots, stems, and lea4es that are adapted to partiCu-
lar environments. Tile children look at pictures of different
plants and identify and compare the structures. In these
pictures roots are the easiest to identify and stems the most
diffic t. Roots are usually underground and branch irregu-
larly Stems can be identified because they always bear
b s ands leaves arranged in a definite pattern. (In the case
of arunner, as in the strawberry, new plants grow from the
bud-. The potato is an underground stem, and the eyes are
tiny buds.)

/

Finally, the children consider how different plants might be
suited to different environments.'

OBJECTIVES

Each child should be able to:

- Draw and explain a simple diagram of a plant's water
carrying system. 6
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Compare the water oarrying systenis (roots, stems, and
leaves) of different' plants.

Discuss 'ways in which differeAlt kinds of roots, stems, and
leaves might be more Useful iricraiticular kinds of environ-
ments.

MifrTERIAtS

Worksheets 22 and 23

green onions (optional)

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Have the children turn to Worksheet 22, on which they are to
draw and label a picture of a .plant's water carrying system.
The Children may work individually or in pairs.

ti

Each child shotild consi-
der the plant's water
carrying system, what he
thinks is part of the sys-
tem, and why. After the
children *ink it through
for themselves and have
made their drawings,
they should have an op-
portunity.to discuss and
share what they have.
done with the,class.

By the end of the activity,
each.ch.ild should have*
recorded his ideas of
what the parts of the sYs=
tem are, and he should
be able to explain why
each part is included.
Hid diagram should be
labeled with the names
of the plant parts and
with arrows showing the
direction of water move-
ment.
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Iliertakeet 23

Unit ail
Nene

Label the roots. 'keep and leaves of each plant.
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This worksheet illustrates variations in plant structure.

STRAWBERRY: The runner is a stem that goes along the ground
and sends up new plants at intervals.

TREE: The tree trunk is its stem.

VINr: This stem is pliable, long and twining, unlike the tree.

CARROT: The stem is the 4t.ort, chunky greenish section be-.
tween the large root and the feathery leaves.

ONIQ01: The rings of the bulb are actually part of the leaf.
structure. The stem is the small area from which the bulb
scares (rings) rise and the roots descend.

WHITE POTATO:, This plant hai two kinds of stems. Above-
.

ground stems have leaves. Underground storage stems are
the potatoes, aria the buds on them are the eyes.



Activity B

Ask-the children if they think all plants have the same kind
of roots, stems and leaves. Have them turn to Worksheet 23
and see if they can tell which are the rooi..s, !items and leaves
on each of the plants. Give them time to label as many plant
parts as they can.

\It+a class discussion ask children to tell hoW they labeled
the parts of the tree. It is unlikely that ther will be much
-disagreement-on this, though some children y find it hard
to conceive of the tree trunk as a stem. Go olf to the vine,
on which, the children should also 14 in agreeMpnt. Then ask

- how they Labeled the parts of the otheid plants. Now there is
bound to be disagreement, since the plants were chosen to
illustrate great variety in plant structure.

After the children have had a chance to express themselves,
tell them that some of the plants show special kiiicls of roots,
stems and leaves. Tell them the correct identification, using

-as much of the information on the facing page as you think
appropriate. The purpose of this worksheet and distcussion is
simply to help the children understand how much variety there
is\sin plant structure, and to show that though other plants may
seem very different they do in fact have a basic similarity to
the coleus 'and,the celery the children investigated in detail
in the earlier lessons.

(It would be interesting to bring a few green onions into the
classroom and let the children take them apart to see how the

;white -layers of the bulb are each continuous with a long green
hollow leaf. They can see how this structure is different from
the coleus and the lettuceleaves. They can also see

of

un-
u:71ial stem - the compac( stubby section at the base of the
hIlb from which the roots and leaves grow.)

Then have the class discuss ways in which different kinds of
roots, sterns or leaves might be more appropriate or useful in
different environments. Ask questions such as these:

-tem

c ,

WHAT KINDS OF ROOTS MIGHT BE USEFUL IN DRY PLACES?
wINDy PlACES?

. 73
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HOW COULD A LONG SEM BE USEFUL?

HOW WOULD A LARGE, LEAFY TREE GET ALONG IN THE
DESERT? WOULD THAT 13 A GOOD ENVIRONMENT FOR
IT?

Let the children share their ideas. Mrs discussion should
help the children become aware, that some plants' water car-
rying systems are better adapted to one environment than to
another. If the children are interested in going into further
detail, tell them that dandelions\grow almost everywhere,
and ask if anyone knows what kirid of roots they have. Ask
if they can think of some reasons why it would make a differ-
ence if a plant had one kind of root or another. Suggest that
some children dig up some dandelidn plants to bring in. They
should try to get all the roo.s. While tiliey dig they should
notice the moisture in the soil. Is more moist near the
surface or deeper down? If the children are interested, they
can investigate plants that grow in w eit places, dry places,
open fields and heavy forests, and compare the parts of their
water carrying systems.

7i



Lesson i 3: HOW MUCH WATER GOES THROUGH THE SYSTEM?

The children have seen that water enters the plant through the
roots, travels through the stem to the leaves, and then out
from the leaves into the air. An interesting extension of
these activities is to find out how much water passes through
assorted leafy stems.

The children place the stems of coleus and other plants in
colored water and observe the change in water level in the
container as the water goes through the plant and into the air.
They find that each stem takes up a different amount of water.
The rate of transpiration (water losS) is dependent upon numer-
ous factors including size and type of plant, amount of leaf
area, humidity, breezes, and temperature.

Start this lesson in the morning. It can be completed in the
afternoon or the next day, depending on conditions.

OBJECTIVES

During this lesson the children should be able to:

Interpret change in water level as an indication of hoW
much water a plant stem has'taken up.

Record information in tabular and diagrammatic form,

Identify the role of a control.

Interpret the results of their experiments as showing that
all plant samples cannot be expected to have the same
transpiration rate.

NIATERIAI S

assorted plant stems
(See description below, under "Preparation.")

large transparent plastic straws (one for each stern)

green food, culorinq

medicine droppers

masking tape

water

VL3r;:sher.As 24 and 25

/5



PREPARATION

Select an assortment of stems with leaves that are long and
slender enough to fit well down into a large plastic drinking
straw. (You can strip a few lower leaves off ashorte'r stem.)
Place them in a container of water until you are ready to'use
them. Choose some with large leafy areas, because they
will transpire more quickly and the change in water level will
be more marked. Try to get stems from many types of plants
shrubs, trees, tall grass, vines, house plants.

Prepare the straws by making a sharp
bend an inch from one end and fasten-
ing it with masking tape..

-

Add food coloring to one quart of water.

PROCEDURE

Mention to the children that they have identified the different
parts of a plant's water carrying systemm, by doing many experi-
ments, brit otie thing that they haven't eXplored is how much
water goes through the plant's water carrying system in a,
given period of time. Ask if the children think that all plants
take up about the same amount of water or if some take up
more water than others. They should discuss some of their
experiences which make them think that plants do or do not .

need similar amounts of water.

Ask the children what kinds of experiments they might set up
to investigate the question. The children may wish to set up
other experiments as well as the- one suggested below. and
should be given opportunities to do so.

41Ik
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firing out the assortment of stems that you have collected and
show them to the children. Mention that these are just parts
of plants and %Ate might vet different results with whole plants,
but we can still find out something about how much Water is
taken up by these stems. Tell them that to find out how much
water these stems take up we could put the stems in water
and 'measure the change in water level. Show the children the
taped straws and the colored water that you have prepared.

Lettdifferent dhildren use medicine droppers to fill each of the
taped strews to about one inch from the top. Place a piece of
masking tape hgrizontally across a window. The straws should
therr be attadked-to-the window kane with transparent tape so
that the water levels are lined up with the bottom edge of the
masking tape. Let the children see that the edge of the mask-
ing tape serves as a marker for the water level in each straw.

77
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Then have children put a stem into each straw. The`water
will now rise to different levels, but the children should,
understand from their displacement activities in earlier units
that this does not mean that the amount of w ter in the straws
has been changed. (If any water rises high ough to spill,
',:au should remove the stiii-'and make a mark o show the
starting water level for tpAt straw,and then r lace the
stem.)

7 6J.



Tell the children that they will chqck later in the day to see
much water tlie stems took up. Ask the children what the

evidence will be if the plant has taken up some of the water.
They should expect the level of the water in the straw to be
lower than it is now.

Ask the children to suggest a control could' be set up to
show if the missing water really was takPa up by the plants,
or if the level would have gone down even if there were no
stems the straws. Have-one of them fill a straw with
colored water and tape it to the window, but put no plant
into it.

Have the children turn to Worksheet 24 and write the name* of
the plants that they are using for the exp ment, one at the
base of each column. Have them draw pencil lines where they
think the water level will be on each straw in the afternoon.
They might discuss whether they think all of the plants will
take up about the same amount or whether some plants will -
take up more than others. They should tell why they think as
they do.

ork.heet 24
Intt 29 Name

later Los* In floors
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Worksheet 25
Unit Name

**ter Loss In [1 Hours
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In the afternoon have the children look at the straws to see
how much water was. taken up by the stems. (If there has
been very little change, delay the rest o- f this lesson" until
the next day.)

Ask how they can compare the water levels now with what -.-
they were at the beginning of the experiment. They should
remember that the bottom edge of th,a miasking tape was the
marker for the water level at the start. To find the present
water level they will have to remove each stem. (It may be
necessary to review what they observed yesterday" about how
the water rose to different levels because thicker stems dis-
placed more water than thirrtThes did.)

Now the children can measure the distance between the two
water levels to find out how much the level dropped., A few

, children should make these measurements and report them to
the class so that all can fill in the table on Worksheet 25.

Then the children can work alone or in pairs to transfer the
information from the table on Worksheet 25 to Worksheet'24.
Here they arefto measure the'distance from the* lower edge of
the masking tape, draw a line to represent the water, level on
the straws, anti color the portion of the straw belOw that line
to represent the remaining water.

9
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Have the children discuss how much water was taken up by
the plants. The discussion should be based on their direct
observations and the experimental data. During the discus-
sion they might corisider the following questions: 2

DID ALL THE PLANTS TAKE UP THE SAME AMOUNT OF-
WATER?

WHICH PLANT APPEARS TO HAVE TAKEN UP THE LEAST
'WATER? THE MOST?

J

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE CONTROL? .WHAT DOES THAT
TELL US?

Ask the children if they have any ideas about why the plants
took up different amounts of water. They have little basis
for any conclusions, but they should be encouraged to spe-
culate. Be sure that they recall their activities shaving that
water comes out through plant lealfes. They should be able
to relate this to their discussion about how much water was
taken lip by the plants. If necessary, call their attention to
the differences in numbeeof leaves on each stem, and the
differences of leaf area and leaf thicknegs.

4
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Les'son 14: WATER IN LEAVES

Our attention has been focused on how water enters a plant
and goes through it,. This lesson demonstrates that water does
not.just pass through the leaves but alsctremai in the leaf
tissue. (Water is needed for all the physical nd chemical
changes that take place in the plant.)

The children find out how much*f the plant tissue itself is
'composed of water. They weigh a lettuce leaf,. let it dry out,
and then weigh it again'to see how much water the leaf has

They also compare the rate of water loss of lettuce and cab-
'bage leaves, and consider how rate Of loss relates-to the
kinds of conditions under which different plants cal\ thrive.

The lesgbn concludes With a summary telling that water is
used by the plant to make food.

Itis lesson will take two days.'

-82

OBJEOTIVES

In this lesson the children:

1

See that there is water in leaf tissue.

) - See that leaves dry out faster in some kirids of plants
than in others.

-7- Are told that plants use water for, making fopd.

MATERIALS

.beam balance

two 12-oz. tali clear plastic cups

- 'lettuce leaves-(several)

- cahbag'e leaves (several)

- a few leaves of succulents (fleshy- leaved plants such as
jade plant, aloe, hen-andchickens)

0
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/PREPARATION.

Use masking tape to attach plastid cups to the beam balance.-
.

4

PROCEDURE

Activity- A -

Remind the children that they have seen how water is taken up
by a plant and comes out of the plant through the leaves. Ask
6sa they think the water just Vasse4 through the plant or has

topping-tff .daces.

Then 'show the children the assortment of different types of
leaves.

DO YOU THINK THERE IS WATER IN THESE LEAVES? HOW
MUCH? HOW CAN WE FIND OUT?

.

The children will suggest/ various ways, such as cutting a
leaf and looking inside, /squeezing one over-a cylinder, etc:

Have' volunteers try the different methods suggested. The
hildren may be surprised at how watery and gelatinous the

interior of'the ledves pf. succulents is, but they may not be
able to measure the amount of water present.

I the children do not suggest it,oproceed as folloVs:,

. 7S

WHKI' WOULD RAPPEN TO THE WEIGHT OF 1 .1,EAF IF THE'
LEAF DRIED QWT? (It would get. lighter.)

L
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DOES THIS SUGGEST A WAY WE COULD FIND OUT HOW
MUCH WATER A LEAF CONTAINS? (Weigh it before and
after it dries out;)

Bring ct the beam balance and put a lettuce leaf in one plas-
tic cup. Balance the leaf with sand, paper clips or some
other convenient substance. Set the balance aside to perniit-,
the leaf to dry out, and go on to other work. Have children
look at the balance occasionally during the day and,see that 1

the arm with the lettuce leaf is rising gradually as the leaf
wilts.

The next day ask the children to suggest ways of finding how
much *rater has evaporated from the leaf. Someone may sug-
gest lidding water to the cup containing the lettue leaf until
the balance is restored. Do this. When you add the water, ,

try toido it so that it runs down the side of,ihe cup and col-
lects ,at the bottom.. The volume will be more dramatically .

visible if you add the water so that none gets caught.in folds
of the leaf.

Now show the children a lettuce leaf and a Mick piece of a,
cabbage leaf, and ask which they think, w.ill dry mit faster. ,
Thenlbalance'the two by tearing.off bits of the heazier one or
by adding more pieces of the lighter,one, and set the balanced
leaf 6ystern aside for later observation. If you haVe the appro.-
priate plants, you can also balance a succulent (jade, aloe,
etc.) against coleus or geranium leaves.

i
. .".

Whe the results have been observed, ask the children what
they think about the conditions under which each of the plants
thriv . Can one stand hot sunshine better than another?

81
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Activity B.

Thechildren have studied the water carrying system of plants
and t?aced water on its path from the soil, through the roots,.
stems and leaves, and into the air. They might think .iiat the
plani is just a passageway for the water. Remind them that
they have also seen that the plant will die if it doesn't..get
enough water. They have seen that there is a great deal of,
water in the leaves.. Tell them that the plant uses the water
to make its own food Plants are not-like animals, which
have to take in food from outside their own bodies. Green,
plants use water, sunshine, chemicals from the air, and
chemicals within the plants themselves, too make their own
food. (The "plant food" that comes in bottles is not really
food at all, but contains chemicals that the plant uses to
make its own food.)

0

it
t%1

Animals depend on the ability of plants' to make food. They
are unable to make, their food in their own bodies, and there-
fore eat the plants. Children who are interest d in studying
this 'relationship further can look in the libra and encyclo-
pedias foetooks and articles about food chats and ecology.
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NOTE or

In Lesson 9.you cut a coleus plant off from its
roots and put thd stem into the soil. The plant
wilted, but you were asked to put it aside, to-
gether with the control plant, water it regularly
and watch to see what happens. If you have
not already done'Activity B of Lesson 9, on
pages 52 and53, do it nix.
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EROSION

COMMENTARY

In order to investigate a natural phenomenon it is often helpful
to set up a model iv which some elements (variables) can be
controlled. In this section the children experiment with a set
oynaterials to investigate what factors affect erosion. They
compare the results of their preliminary activities with pictures
that show evidence of erosion in natural settings. Thete ac-
tivities provide a background of direct experiences. Then the
children decide what elements should be part of a model of an
erosion system. They tentatively identify incline, soil and
water as among the necessary parts of the erosion system.
Then they investigate how each of these can be varied and how
the changes affect the total system:

On a field trip. the children can look at the effects of erosion
in a natural setting. Then they set up a miniature landscape
in which they can predict that erosion will occur in some
areal -and not-in others.

OBJECTIVES

After the students finish this section they should be able to:

Tell that erosion is the wearing away of soil. (All the
examples they study will be wearing by water.)

See a stream table as a model of a natural erosion sOteny.

Relate formations that they see in experimental models to .

landscapes and pictures of landscapes.

Identify some parts of the erosion system as incline, soil,
amount and flow of water, and ground cover.

List parts of the system whose change might influence ero-
sion in their model system and in nature. (These are the
variables with which they will experiment.)

Set up and work with model erosion systems in which all
but one variable is held constant, after the class has
agreed on procedures.

Describe and compare the erosion patterns when parts of
the system (incline, soil, water flow) are changed.

I
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PREPARATION

For Lesson 19 you will need one.c3ip efith of an'assortment of
different kinds of soil garden soil (preferably from several'
different gardens), soil from a constructi6n area;, from a
riverbank, etc. Have the children bring them in well ahead
of time, or collect them-yourself, whichever is more conve-
nient. For Lessbn 22 you will also need sdditignal soil.
Read the lessons now to decide' how you will plan to teach
them and how much -soil you will need.

4011ftr,
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Lesson 5: RUNNING WATER OVER SAND

The children-explore the kinds of things that happen when
water flows over sand on a stream table. They are to experi-

`nient freely with the materials. This free approach should
provide a wide variety of experiences.

_ - -1*. . .

After the children experiment they discuss their observations.
The lesson-should take 45-60 minutes.

OBJECTIVES I'

At the end of this lesson the itudent should be able tode-
scribe the experiments he did and tell what his observations
were.

. MATERIALS

A

15 plastic shoe boxes

15 small, styrofoare trays

15. large styrofoam trays

30 paper cups,

15 cups of sped
'30 -magnifiers

30 medicine droppers

centrally located water supply (bucket or sink)

Worksheets 26 and 27

PREPARATION

0
lo

The children will be working in WI'S. Assemble and prepare
the materials for a stream table for each two children:

1 plastic shoe box

2 styrofoam trays, one large- and one small
(Cut out a large notch at the center of one end of the
larger tray, as Shown in the diagram on the next page.
Cut off one end of the smaller tray as shown.)

1G
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-- 2 paper cups, .

(Use a sharpened pencil to poke a small hole in one Cup
aS 'shown in the diagram. Placethis cup inside the second
one. Put water into the cup with the hole.)

1- 1 cup of sand , . .
(Pourthe sand on the small tray, oppositegthe end that
was mit off.)

- a,2 magnifiers -.. * .

- 2 medicine droppers

Before you teach this lesson, assembled stream table-ac-
cording to the, diagram below. Take the cup with water in it
out of the other cup and let the water tun through the hole and
onto the sand. Spend some time wcrking with it to see the
variety of effects you geewhen you change the 'rate of flow

` of water; the angld of the tray holding the sand, etc.

o
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Cart 21*_.
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ifot thin.e materials frs' #91, (*ocher.

One set of 'materials iotenautth for yew and year partmor.

plaalle *hoe hoe E2)
smolt tray
with sac cup of oalwi on it .

.--- .
larom tray with notch rut

2 paper cups, air with hate 0 0
it. .

1 medicine dropper Tame

' 1 hattnifier Oa

MI ter
.

Level the wand

toe your oquipment to inveltieote those two queollonsi

11; 'bat happen* Olen tuirrim peered d "raimod" en

2, What thing. arrirrt the moweamt1 of sand-by meter?

Lae the next poet to droll picture* or write at abet
rat did end 'hat you saw.

.PROCEDITRE

r

3

Show the childrtn an assembled,stream table. Tell them that
they are going to work in pairs, and each Pair will be using
its stream table for several days; so they will want to keep
it in good condition. Do not gointo,any detail about h.
they are to use the stream tables. Simply maki the gene al
statement that they will be using them to observe the of ects
of flowing water on sand.

Tell the children to look at the questions at the bottom of
Wxksheet t6 in their student manuals. Then ask for sugges-
tions about what they.might do with the equipment to find borne

answers to these questions. After they Have offered several
iuggestions, have theni pick up their equipment and work in
pairs to learn what they can about the interaction of sand and
water.

Have the children, use magnifiers so that they will be able to
see small-scale effects and observe the movement of drains
of sand by water.

,N11 the children that if the sand gets soaked it is difficult to
do the experiments . Therefore they are to begin with one cup

1 0;4;
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of water, which theirruay use as they wish pourtig
dropping it with the medicine dropper, or letting the water run
out of the little bole in the ;up onto the sand. 'After they have
used one cup of water the children may get a second cup from
your centrally located water supply. If they use more than
tivo cups of water, the sand is likely to slide off'the tray.
'(You may want to have several pitchers of water located at
various places in the room.)

Prepare tl.e children to expect continually changing patterns.

After the children have had 10 to 20 minutes fq experimenting
and recording their results, have them set their trays together
on a table or side counter. Then have them Walk past all the
trays to observe the results of their classmates' experiments
and make comparisons. The mdst interesting things'will have
happened while each pair was experimenting, btit the different
ways-in which the materials were handled will provide a vari-
ety of formations on the different stream tables.

)p-

When the children have returned to their desks, open the
discussion by asking them to tell yoLi what they observed in
their experiments. List their observations on the board- in a
place where you can keep it for the next day. The beginning
of a list from a class might look like this:

- The water made the sand move.

- When I dumped a lot of water in one spot it made a big
hole.

- When r tipped the little tray-the water ran downhill
.faster.

- When the tray was flat the water stayed in puddles.

- When I put a whole lot of water on at once all the sand
4

slid off.

- The water ran is,streams and made rivers.

Let the class add to the list until they think that fusesbout
everything they observed has been noted.

Leave the list on the board for the next day's lesson. The
stream tables should be left undisturbed for further observa-
tion the next day.

,
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Lesson 16: NATURAL EROSION

. This lesson is developed in three stages:
.' - , ,

6 The children relate what they have observed in the stream
table activities to what they see in pictures showing,thesef-

- .fects of flowing water on landscdpei,,- ,
* . . t /

II 4

k, 2) They discuss what factors' may have caused variety hi
. erosion patterns in ritrture, drawing inferences from their ex.-

. perinces with their streadi tables. *
t

3) They consider what they can use as 'a model to investigate
ab me of the factors they think mai, have affected the erosion
patterns. (The stream table will serve as their motrel.)

. .,
.....yr 4, ;i4.,! .

Theiv are many different ways to. give children the experiences
listed above. The lesson descrilies one way to do this. You
should..adjust the suggested procedure to' suit the-needs of-

0 your clan, but keep in mind that as much as possible should-
beleit to the-c-hildren's imagination and initiative. "'

-JO

c

a

The term "erosion" should be introduced. Erosion is the wear-
ing away of the land. In these activities we concentrate ott
the moved ent Of soil by water. It is not necessary for the chit=
dren to use the term, but you should introduce and use it:,

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this lesson the students should be able-to:

Relate the kinds df patterns that they see on their stream
tables to pictures that show similar patterns and effects
in natural landscapes.

- Identify some parts of an erosion system as soil, incline
-and water flow.

- Work with the class to plan a suitable model of an erosion
system,that can be used to investigate factors affecting
erosion.

- Develop standards with the class for care of equipment-and
then take the responsibility for maintaining their equipment.

104
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MATERIALS

7 3 or 21' stream tables kept undisturbed from the da! before

ksheet 28

PREPARE ON

,
Look at the stream tables Kept from the day before. Select
three or four that show different erosion patteAs. If none,
are satisfactory, flow water from a' cup over several to create
new effects that the children can use for observation and
reference.) '

Set the stream tables where it will be convenient for the chil-
dren to look at them.

PROCLDURE

Stage I

The day before, the children compiled a list of the observa-
tions they made while working on the stream tables.. Have
the list read out loud now. Then have the children turn to
Worksheet 28 and look at the pictures. Ask if they see things
in the pictures that look similar to the effects they obserted
on their stream tables yesterday. Then ask them to describe
what differences, if any, they observe between the erosion
patterns' in the trays and the

Next ask the children if they can describe the different ero-
sion effects. They might note that some gullies are shallm,:v
and others have steep sides, or that some are more wipding
and others are straighter. List the erosion effects as they

. are described. (This List should be preserved,' You may want
to-cqrly it onto a piece of tagboatd, leaving space after each

,\item for additional information to be added 'later.)

Sge 2

Now as the children to speculate about what they think could
have caused the different erosion patterns in the pictures. In
order to help them consider cause and effect, encourage them
to describe the things that they did with their stream tables
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and the results they got. So off the different natural pat-
terns in the pictures will, have diiect relationships to the
things that they observed on the s-team tables. For example,
some.chilidren may haves -'left the tray flat and others may, have
slopeeit; they may ribticd that some of Ale land in the pic-
tures appears to be steeper. too. The water flow may have
been differ'ent - faster or slower, more or less.- on the dif-
ferent stream tables; they may see.4fferent natural effects
that might also be due to different Inrater flow:

on. the board the kinds of things the children think might
haye caused the differences in erosion effects. (Encourage
the c ildren to make general statenients hereabout variable
facto , i-ather than detailed speculations about specific pic-
tures 'I:he list might include:

- Water flow (faster or slower, more.or 1Qss).

Incline of giound (steep: moderate or flat).

-.. Kind of soil (sandy, rocky, etc.).
n

- Presence or absence of ground cover (grass , trees,
shrubs).

(You will note that in cOmpilk this list the children are
tentatively. identifying parts of an erosion system al-
though they have not been'a .sked specifically to do so.) .

Stage\3

There macbe other things on the Hsi, some relevant and some'.
irrelevant. Ask the children what they can do to find out which
are really factors in erosion and which are not.

,-The ctiildren'may suggest stud'ing effects of erosion outdoors.
,This activity should be part of a thorough 'exploration. It,is
piesented later in this section as a field trip. However, at
this point help the children also to think of some of the prob-
lems involved in an outdoor investigation. They might not
be abitto investigate some of the factors listed on the board.
For example, they wciulap't 'be able to decide when it is to
rain-or hoW hard. They might be able to find only a moderate
grassy sloJSe when they, went to'check on a steep 'sandy one.
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Ask if they can think of anything/they might do in the class-
roam to help them investigate/the factors affecting erosion.
This should lead them to look for a clasSroom model in which
they can control the diffefent factors. They should not have
difficulty in seeing that the stream table, which they used for
free activity the day before, is suitabl4 for controlled experi-
ments and can be used as a model of the natural systeM.

Have them-discuss ways in which they could experiment on
following days to test the list of things that might influence
erosion patterns. Save the list for future reference.-

Glean-up.
.

The children will have toprepare their stream tables each day
to be ready for the'next day's experiments. Have them help
make a 11\st of clean-up procedures; The stream tables will
be usablelf they are still damp the next day, ,but riot if they
are Soaking, wet. ThePefore, the following should Ve included
on the Hit: >.

I) Drain of water still on the small tray.

' 2) Emp7 'water frorrl shoe box. .4

3) Spreac sana eyenlrover.tray to dry.

4)\, Keep all equipment for.eaCh stream table together.

r'
,t 0,
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Lesson 17: EXPERIMENTING WITH -INCLINE

The next four lessons will give the children opportunities to
work with erosion systems. In each lesson they change one
factor while Keeping the others the same, to find out how
each affects the total system.

At the beginning of-each day's activity the class will decide
togetheihow they will do the experiments. For instance, in
this lesson they will decide that the factors to keep the same
are the kind and amount of soil, and the water flow. Then
they will decide how they wish to change the incline for ex-
perimental, purposes. Once they have establisig the experi-
mental procedures, they will get their own equipment and each
pair mill work independently. When they have finished the
experiment for the day, they recol the results pictorially or
in writing, and then prepare their equipment for the next day's
activities.

Although the children decide to follow the same procedures,
there will be some variety in their actual methods of experi-
mentation, giving variety in the results. Point out that these
differehces do not represent failure, but show how hard it is
to control all factors in an experiment completely.

The next three lessons have been designed to experiment
with three parts of an erosion system incline, water flow
and soil. In Lesson 20 your class will have the chance to
test other factors that they included in their list of things
that might have caused differences in erosion effects.

OBJECTIVE

At the end of this lesson the student should be able to:

- State and demonstrate that incline affects erosion.

- Describe changes in erosion when the incline is varied.
.

MATERIALS

-- for each two children --

- stream table equipment (shoe box, I large tray with notch,
I small tray contaiiing I cup of smoothed, sand, I cup with
hole, I cup without hole, I cup of water)

- one I-oz. plastic container,
1Cii



- magnifit.rs
- Worksheets 29-34

PROCEDURE

In Units 23 and 26 the children set up controlled experiments
in which all factors were held constant except one. They
will need to proceed similarly in these activities.

Review yesterday's lesson, in which the children established
that the stream table could be used as a model to investigate
erosion. They listed parts of the erosion system that might
have caused differences in erosion effects, and discussed
how to test the factors they listed. In the list they should
have included incline, water flow and soil.

Tell-the children that the first thing they will investigate is
how incline affects the erosion system. Ask them what things
they would have to change and what things they would have
to keep the same in order to investigate this question. List
them on the board as the children tell them to you. The-list
may be organized this way:

Things to change

- incline -,

(Leave space here.)

Keep the same

- sand
(Everyone should use the same kind and about the same
amount of sand. Each sand tray has about a cup of
sand on it.)

- water
(Everyone should use about the same amount, no more
than two cups. The water should be applied in the
same way: Let it flow from a hole in a cup and hold
the cup two ipehes above the sand.)

- stream table eqUipment
99
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After deciding which factors they will keep the same and de-
termining how this can be done, the children should discuss
ways to vary the incline. They should use at least three
settings, flat, medium and steep, and should decide how
each would be set up so that the angle of one medium incline
has the same mag as all the other medium inclines.

Return to the first part of the list on the board, and under
"Things to Change" insert the experimental conditions as the
children decide what they should be.

The list might read:

Things to change-

- incline
A. flat

(Have the small tray-lying flat on top of the large
orie.)

B. medium
(Set the end of the small tray to rest on the edge
of the large one.)

C. high
(Put one end' of the small tray on inverted I -oz.
plastic container.)

Whbn the children have decided how the incline is to be con-
trolledthey should draw pictures or write a description of
each incline setting in the appropriate blanks' on Worksheet
29.'

Then the class should be divided into thirds. Each third is
to investigate one of the three inclines.

Have the children write what incline they will be working
w -ith in the box at the top of Worksheet 30.

Briefly read through Worksheet 30 with the children so that
they will understand what they are to do independently.

First they are to read and follow the directions on Worksheet
30.
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IeTtiog up an experioent to find out how incline
affect the erosion system-

Things :o change

j'he.dti e.

Keep the Same
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worksheet 30

Lnit 29,

Incline

Same

Get your stream table set up.
Check to see that you have everything:

a. shoe box.

b. 1 large tray with notch
I small tray with smoothed sand

d. 1 cup with hole
I cup without hole

e. i cup water

f. I 1 -ounce plastic container

I. Set up your strewn table like this

2. Adjust the Incline of the small and tray.

3. Let one cup of water
flow from the hole. '

The X shows where
It should fall.

After the children have done their own experiments they.
should turn. to Worksheets 31 through 33. Each is to draw
a picture of his experiment and write about it on the ap-
propriate, worksheet.

Then the children should go to look at experiments done at,"
the two other incline settings and recorq what they observe.
Each student should make his own observations and record of
the other experiments. The class will have a chance to dis-
cuss what each hps seen after everyone has completed the
assignment.

When the children'have finished observing and comparing the
experiments, they-should turn to Worksheet 34 and answer
the questions, using pictures or words to tell what they think
about the effectof incline on erosion. They should base their
conclusions on their direct observations. Worksheet 34 should
be done by the pairs of children working together.

11.



orksheet 31
WI! 7,

Worksheet 32
ettlt 29

Record your observations; Record your obtervallons:

Incline A Incline B

worloheet 33
!nit 29

Record your observations;

In( I Me (

lit a re hefeC
rC -tine o1-hex irar
Ytore 5 2-ncL.- washed.

owto OTheetrai
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Worksheet 34
Unit 29

NAM

Answer In pictures Or words:

Which Incline showed the most erosion?

C

2. Web incline showed the lens, erosion?

,ftc.lirke A

How did Incline affect the erosion system?

rile. `rvx,C-1'),AP

More. e.roslov\:-ttlere
IA) Q.S



Have the stream tables set somewhere at the side of the room,
so they will not be a hindrance to the children's participating
in a discussion. Giw, the children opportunities to share
what they saw and tell how they think incline affects erosion.

A general pbseivation that the children will probably agree
upon is that when there is a greater incline, there is more
erosion that is, more sand is moved from one place to
another.

After numerous children have had opportunities to share their
ide as , have the class -follow the-clean-up procedures' that
they established the day before.,. The same equipment will
be used in tomorrow's activities.. \
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- Lesson 18: EXPERIMENTING WITH WATER FLOW

In this lesson the children will keep the 'incline and soil type
consthnt, and-wi,11 see what happens when the-water flow is.;
varied.

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this lesson. the children should he abIe to:

State and demonstrate that water flqw affects erosion.

Describe changes in erosion when water4flow is varied.

MATERIALS

cafeteria tray

-- for each two children --

stream table equipment
st.

rnagrifiers

medicine droppers (optional)

Worksheets 3S through 37 -

PROdEDURE

The question to be investigated is, "How does water flow
affect erosion?"

As the children what they will nebd to keep the same and
what they will need to changein order to test the effeCt,s of
the amount and flow of water. As in the previous lesson, list
on the board the things to be changed and the things to be
kept the same as the children, identify them.

Since water flow is the part of-the erosion system being
tested, it will be the only thing that will change.

Then have the children decide which things should be kept the
same. The amount of sand is one of these things-. (They
should each have approkimately one cup of sand.)
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Incline is another thing they will need' to keep the same.
(Have the class decide which incline would give them the
most interesting erosion patterns. They should think back to
the results of the activities they did in Lesson 17. They will
probably decide upon the medium or high slope.)

They should also comment on the necessity for.everyone to
use similar equipment.

Then have the children suggest ways to vary the water flow.
They may suggest things similar to the following;

- Change the speed with which the water flows by making
more than one hole in the cup or by making holes of differ-
ent sizes.

- Use a medicine dropper instead of the cup.

- Vary the, place where they put the water --,in one spot, or
moving around. .

- Vary the force with which the water falls by holding the
cup higher up or lower down.-

Make sure that everything on the list is tried by at least one
pair of children. Each pair should select two ways to experi
ment with water and write these ways in the blanks on the
bottom of Worksheet 35.

After they have established what things are to be kept the
same and how they will vary the water flow; have the class
write their experimental plans on Worksheet 35. Then the

irichildren shoul get the materials and do their experiments
following the nstructions on Worksheet 36. -Results 'should
be recorded n Worksheet '37.

When they ave finished, have the children place their equip-
ment at the, side of the room before 'involving them in a class
discussiol+. Then list the children's comments on the board
and give hem, a chance to discuss and cc inpare their results
with each other. A general conclusion that most of the chil-
dren wil probably agree, to is' that when`the water is'flowed
fast an there is a lot of it, there is more erosio more
sand i moved. But this is a good time for open-ended dis-
cUssion. Don't try to tie the lesson into a neat package.

11eJ
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Worksheet 35
Olt 29

time

Lseer.menting to find out how water Mar affects
erosion:

Things to Change

Weer
Keep the Same

betc-lir+ere ,t Sali
CITLA rh evvt-

a.W..CoAkr 0 avt

The ways you will change water flow:

)1ASIC)01 oVs h.oles ;v1
-rkie

let of L Fine C,<A? ? tr6.4t

vork.heet 36
tnit 29

.:arse

1. (,et your stream table equipeent.

Ishce box, large tray, small tray with sand,
cup wtth hole, i cup without hole, water,

I-ounce container, medicine dropperl

2. Set up your stream table.

1. Adjust the slope of your small tray.

4, Level your sand.

5. Run water'oser the sand.
tse your first method on Worksheet 35.
Record your results on Worksheet 37.

6 Level your and and draln off writer.

7-N Run water over the sand again.
your second choice on Worksheet 35.

Record your result+ on Worksheet 37

$

10E

Worksheet 37

Olt 29
'game

Record Sheet

Method 1 for Varying water flow. 4

Method 2 for varying water flow.

How did water fa's. affecterciVA.

1-43TS h0 lc S'" 144.ae VV..0

kOteS lot -rile 3 ZA11.- th9
t:

_CAA her LI
__were cA ee?e r

.s.
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There should be room for disagreement. Encourage the chil-
dren to refer to experimental data and to use materials to
illustrate points.

It is quite possible to get different results from similar ex-
periments when so many variables are affecting it. This is
an important part of what the children are learning. They will
be defining experimental procedures and refining their tech-
niques as they move through the lessons.

After the discussion have them follow the usual clean-up pro-
cedures, but instead of spreading their sand in their own
trays, have them dump the sand into one large tray where it
can be spread out to dry. They should rinse off their small
trays. (For tomorrow's activities they will be using sand,
soil and clay rather than only sand.)
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Lesson 19: EXPERIMENTING WITH DIFFERENT -SOILS

The children will experiment with different kinds of soil to
.

see what erosion patterns they'get from each. Then they will
combine more than one kind of soil in o .e tray and see what
happens. This lesson Will take two d Vs.

.,.
OBJECTIVE

At the end of this lesson the children should be able to
state and demonstrate that type of soil affects erosion
patterns.

MATERIALS

stream tables
(You will need as many stream tables as you have kinds
of soil from the list below.)

soil (garden soil, 4and, gravel, potting soil, natural
clay) .

modeling clay

Worksheets 38 and 39

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Tell the children that the quegtion they will investigate today.
is, "How does type of soil affect erosion? " So far all their.
experiments have been with one kind of soil = Sand. Ask
them what other kinds of ground surface they have seen. List
the kinds as the children tell them to you.

. different types of soil (i.e. , black soil, red soil)
clay

stones or gravel

rock

grass

asphalt
concrete



I

Remind the children that they have observed some-erosion
patterns in sand. Ask how they think water flowing over
these other kind's of ground would affect them. Do they think
some would be eroded? Do they think some would not be
eroded? Ask how they could find out. (They could do experi-
ments where the kind of soil is changed but everything else
is kept the same.) .

Ask the children what conditions they will need to keep the
same, and list them on the board as they tell them to you.

Keep the same

slope
..(Use medium or high slope.) .

- water
(Use any single method of application that produced
some erosion before.)

method
(All are t se the same procedure.)

Have the childr n tell you what to vary in the experimerit.
List them on the board.

' Things to change

- kind of soil.

As,k the children to tell you how they could set up a azietiion-
station which would compare the erosion patterns indifferent
soils; (They could put one kind of soil on each tray and flow
water over them.)

Sand and modeling clay are provided in the kit. The modeling
Clay is to be used as a substitute for rock or cement in maki9
landscape models on the stream table. Try toobtain or have
Children bring in garden soil, pOttinuoil, gravel and sod.
(Potting soil is generally much lighter weight than garden soil
and may float off the tray when water is flowed"over it. This .
makes an interesting comparison for the children.) See if you
can get a sample of clay from a river bank. Be sure that the
children do not confdse this kind of soil with the modeling
clay,,, which is not a soil at all.

12 '-;
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Choose some children to set up one stream table for each
type of soil or substance you will be testing . Then select
other children to flow the water over each stream table: Do
this in a location where it 'is convenient for the class to
gather around. (When these trays are prepared, you 'should
keep in mind-that it is easier,to handle soi.1 when it is moist:)

1

Have the children.watch.the experiments andthen describe
and compare the erosion patterns in the different types of
soil or-substances. They should record their observations
on Worksheet 38.

When the: children get back to their seats, have them discuss
their observations.- The following are sortie things they may
notice:

, .

- None of the clay washes away or is moved by the water.

There are more and deeper gullies in the sand than in
the soil.
Depending upon the fineness of thegravel, it may or may
not be washed away.

Have the children-follow'the established clean-Up prOcedures
and remove the soil from the small .trays

Worksheet 38
Unit 29 Nome

Flow does type of soil affect erosion?

-Things to Change,

So

Keip the Same

lAIXter POW

maxer, 31 s

ghat was in each stream table?
what ware the results?

sa14.1-

14
.

ta ,Sotx troy.. tlle
emofry for °

Nag ovtiAlVes, bor as
444-4- as Ott sc-4.4..1-

bt,i(-frovl. a-

. 4looic t 01"
0-War

ptf-- the +-ray

0 grate 1

IkAtt-Se 'last" tx:Vinj
bit "

a vecc
14 0 10.11tes, A tiny
t-Nir of rhuS wa:sheti
A.o.orc ff- *yak

110.
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'Worksheet 39

Unit 29
Name

Some possIble'combinailons of soil types:

sand garden
sad

Draw you own combination:

Use a different color to show the erosion pattern
you expect.

Before

lank()

Now flow miter owe8 the tray.

...pow the *ration pattern you Old Rot.

After

Ably pf.119

tok eft 14ne
52PnA. ovIcL-
soil dAAKe
tvetke
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Activity B .
1 ,

ga14.attention to the fact that each tray-has had just pne kind
of soil on 'a. 'Ask Zile children how they think' it-might affect
the erosion patterns if the were 'morel an one kind of soil i
on one tray. Give.them an opportunity to share th U....ideas.

, Have them look.at Worksheet 39. Talk about what hey think,
would haripen if they flowed water' over trays that were like
the drawings.. ......

. .

After they have given their ideas,' ask them if they think there
are any conditions in nature which might be similar t& these'
mixed trays rather than the trays that contain just one kind of

asoil. Ask them td tell about any Places that they have ob- '
served where there are more than one kind of soil or grOund
cover, with ohe kind- touching' another kind.

. .

They might mention:'

- The playground, where part is soil and part grass and
part blacktop. Ask howthis would affect erosion
patterns,. .

- Sandy beaches., with woods behind them where the
grobrid is soil.

,

A concrete path going through a grassy area.

Ask ywhat the childreemight* use on, their Stream tables instead
of cement qr blacktop.- (Modeling clay.) Then tell the chil-

.dren that they aregOing to be able to experiment with different"
,kinds of materials on one tray. Ask them what things they
will keep the same* and list them on the board.

),.
Keep the same

- slope
(Medium pr

- . water
(Method of application should be the one they found
most effective in Lesson 18 when they experiMented,
with effects of different water flow.)

Have them look t some possible combinations of soil types
on Worksheet,39, and then design their own with their partners.

. 12Z;
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When they decide what they will do they should draw a pic-
ture of it on Worksheet 39, gather the materials they need,
and set up a stream table. Then they,should predict whatthe
erosion patterns will be. Have them use pencil or crayon in
another color to draw on Worksheet 39- what they think the
tray will look like after they have flowed watei over it. Ask
them to think about the following questions:

WHERE WILL THE DEEPEST GULLIES BE?

WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL HAPPEN WHERE TWO KINDS
OF SOIL TOUCH EACH OTHER?

After preparing their setups and making the drawings ofxtheir
predictions, give the children an opportunity to look at every-
one else's setups by walking quietly around the room to see
what the other trays look like.

Then have them return to their own setups and flow the water
over the tral;s,,using,the method they have agreed upon.
They shouldTecord the results on Worksheet 39 by drawing
an "after". picture.

Hatt the children plaCe the stream tables in a place where
the class can walk past them and observe what happened to
each.

... .
r

O "Then have therh discuss their observations. List them on the
board.

They might mention some of the following things:

,r

--;None of the clay washed away.

Ther4s a big gully'between the clay and the sand'.

There are more gullies in th e sand than there are
the soil.
T he 4and washed away more easily and the clay stayed
in on pl4ce.

1

a
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Have them talk about their predictions and what the outcomes
of the experiments were. Ask them what predictions they
would make for another time if they were to repeat the experi-
ments.

After this discussion have the children follow the established
clean-up procedures and return each kind of soil to its appro-
priate place.

1
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Lesson 20: (Optional) TESTING OTHER FACTORS

When the children first stated what factors they thought af-
fected eros-ion,

they
may have included other parts in their

system that they have not had an opportunity to test: This
lesson offers an opportunity for the children to set up any
other kinds of experiments that they would like, in order to
find c * if other things should be considered part of the ero-
sion system.

If only a few children are interested in pursuing these activi-
ties, an opportunity should be made fOr them to do so.

MATERIALS

- stream table equipment
- Worksheets 40 and 4 I

PROCEDURE

The procedure here follows the pattern of previouS- lessons.
, The children will need to write down on Worksheet 40 what
they will keep.the same and what they will vary, and how
these conditions will be controlled.

Then they may proceed with their_experiments and record the
results pictorially or in writing on Worksheet 4 I .

Some children may want to experiment with things they have
observed in the natural erosion system that haven't been a
part of their model. These might include:

trees

- grass coveririg part of the land

- other kinds of soil that were not available at school
and that they would like to bring in

sia- temperature
- amount of sunlight

12
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Worksheet 40
init 2,

Name

Experiment to test the effect of te- vtA. e
on erosion.

Mingo to Charlie

-i-erIATeca-Fur,fc
ttte tAmt-ei

Keep the Same

-tipe So

1.nel i
waTer ='f4)uJ

material s you will' need g-ov St ceko, +di" le5

.1*
Nor w a re 'e

0_011. we-re r

Describe what you will do. Pt f'St I al II .

421 X tWO Sl-ream4 421-6 leS 41,Re

&Ake' 1111evi wi 11 'Nag nor

Water On OAP 8r11 Coll Ware r

ov +he 014-tt...4-

Worksheet 41

Unit 29
Name

fiecord Sheet

Ores a picture of what your setup looks like.

(+01
-"mew

Floe 'alter over your setup and record' the results.

What did you learn from your experiment?

,te Kitie t% ..1i-cferent shapes but
-4-keyowecc about' ite SaVAe deeritsg

101.0. %AL it Makes cLIfft(enCe
-tile water is hot- 0( co IL

t"
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Lesson 21: FIELD TRIP

This lesson relates what the children have observed on their
stream table models to erosion phenomena in a natural set-
ting. The `field trip should be taken quite soon after a rain.

The children identify the factois that hive influenced erosion
on their stream tables and then discuss where similar condi-
tions might be present near their school. Then they go out-
side to find resu".s Of erosion and observe and discuss them.
It is hoped that this lesson will help the child to relate his
in-school experiences.. to the world around him, and that there
will be a transfer of his thinking'and understanding from the
classroom to this larger context. ,

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this lesson, the children should be able:

To identify some effects, of erosion outside.

To identify that slope, soil type and water flow affect ero-
, sibn patterns in a natural setting as well as es' their stream

tables.
To discuss the implications of erosion for the ways that
man interacts with the land.

MATERIALS

popsicle sticks and bright yarn (to mark places where
there is evidence of erosion)

PREPARATION

Before you take your class on the field trip it is necessary for
you to scout the area carefully. This will enable you to help
the children set realistic expectations about what they might
possibly find when they go out. You may want to mark places
along a trail ahead of time, and then take the children along
that trail to make observations of each of the erosion features
you have marked. Or you may want to have the children fan
out in pairs to mark their own discoveries of erosion features.
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It is often appropriate to combine these two approaches, so
that there are some things ready for children who have diffi-
culty finding what they came out to see.

Your immediate community is bound to provide many examples
of erosion. (See Living Things in Field and Classroom, p. 112,
for a number of examples of erosion in an urban environment.
Other examples were shown in this unit on Worksheet 28.)
Look for eroded banks on freeways, excavation sites or poorly-,
kept lawns. Check under a.downspout for effects of heavy
water flow-. Look along edges of broken sidewalk to`see if
soil under it has washed away. In a sandy area, look for
puddles and splash patterns affei a rain. Note the absence
of erosion in grassy areas and on asphalt or concrete. .

PROCEDURE

Tell the children that in the beginning of this section when
we talked about ways to observe erosion, and when we set
up a model of an erosion system that we could control, we had
talked about going outdoors to study erosion. But we decided
that it woilld be difficult to control some of the factors that
we wanted to study, so we experimented with a model first..
Now that we have had opportunities to work with some of
these -factors,: what kinds of things could we look for if we
did go outside?

- Puddles.
- Gullies.
- Piles of soil or sand that have been carried from one

place to another by water.

- Places where there is no erosion. (What are the condi-
tions where there isn't any apparent erosion? What is
protecting'the soil from being washed away?)

Many of the effects to be found after a rain will be on a very
small scale. Etosion`is a gradual wearing-away procesS.
The children should notice that it doesn't happen all at once,
and they should be told that it may take many years to produce
dramatic results.

Before going out, ask the children, "When we worked with
the model erosion system, what did we decide affected ero-
sion? " They should recall:

1 I 7
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- Incliner. (There should be more erosion where it's) steeper.)
- `Kind of soil: (Some eroded much more easily than

others.)

- Flow of water. (A faster flow washes away more soil.)

The children's discussion should bring out that other things
besides incline, soil and water flow might influence erosion.

- Ground cover is one of these other factors. (Gra'ss,
trees, bushes all help to hold the soil.)

- Other forces besides water may move soil. (The chil-,
dren. may see evidence of erosion by,wind.)

Ask the children to describe some of the places near the
school where they would have at least one of the conditions
named above.

As -the children suggest places that they would like to look at
in the school yard and neighborhood, list them on the board.

Each child should know exactly what he is going to Iwk for
when.he goes outside-. Children need to understand tTie ex-
pectations. They can work in pairs as they have done through-
out the unit. Give each pair of children some markers that
they can use to show where. they have found evidence of ero-
sion. (These could be popsiCle sticks with pieces of bright
yarn onfthem to stick into the ground near what they think is
an effect of erosion.) If the conditions permit, the children
could spread out, find what they are looking for and leave
markers. Then when you blow a whistle they should gather
in one spot from which the whole class will walk from place
to place to see what the others have found.

If you have marked places along a trail ahead of time, take
the children along the same trail to make observations about
each of the erosion features that you have marked.

After making observations outdoors, it is probably best to
return to the classroom where the whole class will be able to
hear and participate in a brief discussion. The purpose of
this discussion is to allow the children to share their obser-
vations and think about erosion in general and man's role in
it. You might open the discussion by asking the children to:
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Tell the class about what erosion effects they observed.

Relate what they saw what they have observed on
their stream tables.
Tell where they saw the most erosion and the least ero-
sion. (For each, ask what their evidence was.)

Tell where they saw specifically how incline,, soil type,
or Wafer flow affected erosion.

The following questions should be useful in extending the
discussion and helping the children make generalizations:

DO YOU THINK THAT EROSION IS USEFUL - OR HARMFUL
TO MAN?

ARE THERE WAYS THAT MAN CAUSES THE LAND TO
ERODE A GREAT DEAL?

WHAT DOYOU SUPPOSE TEE FARMER HAS TO WATCH
OUT FOR?

ARE THERE ANY WAYS THAT EROSION CAN BE PREVENTED?

WHAT HAPPENS TO SOIL THAT IS WASHED AWAY IN
EROSION?

WHAT QUESTIONS WOULD YOU LIKE TO ASK ABOUT
EROSION?

Some children may want to investigate questions similar to
the above by looking in books and,magazines or by making
special reports. They may wish to investigate man's effects
upon land and how this relates to erosion. This provides an
opportunity to integrate science and social studies. The next
lesson.putlines some experiments that follow up on the socio-
logical questions raised.

Tell the children that they will have another chance later to
experiment in the classroom with some of the ideas they have
discussed.

n
4.1
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\\*A sson 22: MAN AND EROSION

In this lesson the children ditcuss factors that foster erosion
and factors that prevent erosion. They look at pictures show-
ing techniques that have been used to control erosion.

s. Then they build a-model landscape-in which they try to make
areas where erosion will occur and areas where erosion will
not occur. They predict what the.erosion patterns will be by
drawing a picture of the model landscape showing the paths
that they think flowing water will take and where soil will be
washed away. Then they flow water over it to test their pre-
dictions. .

You may-organize the activities in different ways. The entire
class may plan one model landscape together or you may hays
three or four groups in the class each make a model landscape,
or each pair of children may make one.

The interest of the class, the availability of mterialt and the
ways in which your children work most effectively will influence
your decision.

OBJECTIVES

During the lesson the children should:

- Demonstrate that they understand enough about erosion to
consider the factors which affect it.

- Set up a model controlling those factors, so that erosion
will be present in part of the landscape and not present in
tart of it.

- Discuss which factors in natural erosion can be controlled,
and how man mighti effectively deal with incline, direction
of water flow, kind of soil, and presence of ground cover.

- Discuss examples of erosion in their own community.

MATERIALS

Some of these can be broUght by the children:

- sand
- garden soil
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seed (radish, grass)

small twigs

gravel

rocks-

stream table equipment

cafeteria trays or large cake pans
Worksheets 42 and 43 r.

F

PROCEDURE

.ctivity A

Have the children look at the pictures on Worksheet 42 that
show techniques that have been used to control erosion (con-
tour plowing to control water flow; terracing to' control incline;
damming to control water flow; planting to hold the soil.) Ask'
if any of these techniques could have been useful to prevent
the erosion that they saw on their field trip.

13;e

Prevents Erosion

Beata, Rive;

\
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Tell the children that now they are going to apply the many
different kinds of experiences they had as thef learned about
erosion. They are going to build some model landscapes in
which they will make areas that t ey want to erode and areas .
'that they don't want to erode. Th know many things about
erosion whic *will influence thp deciVons they make about.
how each of these areas should be scit up.

In areas mere the children 'do not want erosion to Occur they
can control itt in many ways and should discuss what some of
these ways before they proceed.

Their list may{ include:

cPlertion of soil

incline

Opting ground cover

sod

The children will think of many ingenious ways to set up their
landscapes and use materials in interesting and appropriate
ways.

Once the activity has been introduced to the children.you can
ask them to bring materials from home that they would like to
use. Some children may volunteer to bring a supply of mate-
ri6ls that will be sufficient for the number of landscapes that
the class has decided to make.

Isr

If the children decide that they want growing things on their
landscapes they will need to wait to test the landscapes/for
erosion patterns until the seeds have sprouted. Radish seeds
germinatd in about three days; grass seeds germinate in seven
to ten days.) Then they can test their predictions by flowing
water over the landscape.

Have them plan and et up their landscapes. They will find
it much easier if the} ,' work with moistened sand and water,
and.plant seeds at the same time. Otherwise "watering" the
dry sand, soil; etc. will cause some destruction of their
setup right away.

The landscape planted with seeds must be kept moist and
covered lightly with plastic until the seeds have germinated
well.
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Worksheet 3
Unit 29

Same

Draw your model landscape.

Show where you think thewmter will flow.

sa4:
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Allt2LVAg Ashk 6

Show whet happened after you ran water over your
landscape.

_.

40

ts,

I

Activity B

Before the children flow water
over their landscapes, they
should draw pictures of them
on Worksheet 43 and show
where, they think the water
wi..11run,.and form gullies.
They maywrite predictions
under the pictures. Then they
should flow Water over the
landscape and draW an "after"
picture to show what happened,
If they have planted seeds fore

ground cover, they must wait
until*the seeds sprout.)

After the children hacie com-
pleted the activity, they
should look at all the land-
scapes, make observations
and discuss them,

You may want to use some of these queStions to guiA the
discussion:

.

WHAT KINDS OF THINGS WORKED BEST IN CONTROJLING
EROSION IN YOUR LANDSCAPE? .tc"'
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WHICH THINGS WORKED DIFFERFoNTLY FROM HOW YOU
THOUGHT THEY WOULD OR MADE) DIFFERENT PATTERNS.
THAN YO'EXPECT ED?

WERE THERE PlACES WHERE THERE WASNrT ANY EROSION
EVEN THOUGH YOU HAD PLANNED FOR SOME? WHY DO
YOU THINK THAT IT 6IDN'T ERODE A'S'YOU HAD EX-
PECTED?

-4 TELL WHAT YOU DID AND WHAT THE RESULTS WERE.
f
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Return to the subject introduced at the end of the last lesson
and continue the discussion of how man interacts with nature.
Encourage the children to continue independent,,reading and
observation on erosion control. The children(cald look for
effects of erosion in the community and discuss what the ,

community is doing about them.'
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